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Message from President 
 

At the outset, I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of the BAM Executive Committee to wish you a 

fun, enjoyable and meaningful Durga Puja.  

I am honored, privileged and humbled by the opportunity to serve as President of this community. I also 

consider myself fortunate to have such a committed, responsible and serving team of members and volunteers 

who have come forward to join us as executive and Puja committee members to celebrate Durga Puja together 

with all in the community as extended family members. 

As I pen down my thoughts for this auspicious occasion, a lot of nostalgic moments fight for presence in my 

conscious mind demanding remembrance and reliving. As Bengalis residing outside our motherland, we use 

this festival as an occasion to come together as a community, spread the cheer and attempt to introduce our 

next generations to our roots of tradition and culture. When I look around, everywhere in the world there is 

fragmentation and unrest. This is not the case particularly with the Bengali Association of MN. We are in 

existence for quite some time and is growing every year. We make a humble effort to keep this community 

united by inclusion and welcome. Every member is encouraged and is included to participate in this annual 

event and all that follow. We are a big extended family. We also extend our message of inclusion and welcome 

to the Bengali Student Association of MN (BSSM) and Bengali Association in Rochester, MN (Caberi). 

I am very proud to inform that we had a very successful engagement of youth members of the community in 

organizing and leading youth related activities in Poila Baisakh and the success led to their increased 

participation and leadership in Durga Puja cultural activities. Please encourage them for their active 

participation as they prepare for their role in future BAM leadership. 

We are excited about our collaboration with various local organizations in order to diversify our community, 

cultural, social, spiritual enrichment. We work closely with Hindu Society of Minnesota (Hindu Mandir) while 

celebrating Saraswati Puja, Lakshmi Puja. We actively participate as a community and in individual leadership 

level with Indian Association of Minnesota (IAM) celebrating India Fest, Connect India and other engagements. 

Very proud to report that we worked with the Nepali Association of MN this year extending our support for 

Nepal Earthquake relief with fund that was possible owing to generous individual contributions from the 

community members in addition to funding from BAM. 

We cannot achieve any of this great work without the active participation of our member volunteers. We would 

like to invite and encourage more members to come forward and participate in all capacities including 

leadership in various events. As part of corporate citizenship, many companies encourage employees and 

retirees to volunteer for non-profit organizations and offer grant money for putting certain number of 

volunteering hours for worthy causes. Contributions to United Way can also be directed towards BAM (A non-

profit 501(c) organization). This would enable us to multiply our reach for charitable activities which end of the 

day really counts toward life of meaning and significance. 

We look forward for comments and feedback for improvements from the community – email us at 

support@mnbangali.org. Finally, I want to thank again my leadership team, the volunteers and all of you, for 

your continued support and dedication for better community tomorrow. 

Looking forward to seeing you all at our next event, Lakshmi Puja on Nov 1st, 2015 at Hindu Mandir, Maple 

Grove. 

Thanks and Best regards, 

Soumitro Tarafder 
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The Great Spiritual Teacher 

Sri Ramakrishna 

Nepal Howlader 
 

 

Sri Ramakrishna, who was born in 1836 and passed away 
in 1886, represents the very core of the spiritual 
realizations of the seers and sages of India. His whole life 
was literally an uninterrupted contemplation of God. He 
reached a depth of God-consciousness that transcends all 
time and place and has a universal appeal. Seekers of God 
of all religions feel irresistibly drawn to his life and 
teachings. Sri Ramakrishna, as a silent force, influences 
the spiritual thought currents of our time. He is a figure of 
recent history and his life and teachings have not yet been 
obscured by loving legends and doubtful myths.  

Through his God-intoxicated life Sri Ramakrishna proved 
that the revelation of God takes place at all times and that 
God-realization is not the monopoly of any particular age, 
country, or people. In him, deepest spirituality and broadest 
catholicity stood side by side.  

The God-man of nineteenth-century India did not found any cult, nor did he show a new path to 

salvation. His message was his God-consciousness. When God-consciousness falls short, 

traditions become dogmatic and oppressive and religious teachings lose their transforming 

power. At a time when the very foundation of religion, faith in God, was crumbling under the 

relentless blows of materialism and skepticism, Sri Ramakrishna, through his burning spiritual 

realizations, demonstrated beyond doubt the reality of God and the validity of the time-honored 

teachings of all the prophets and saviors of the past, and thus restored the falling edifice of 

religion on a secure foundation.  

Drawn by the magnetism of Sri Ramakrishna's divine personality, people flocked to him from 

far and near - men and women, young and old, philosophers and theologians, philanthropists 

and humanists, atheists and agnostics, Hindus and Brahmos, Christians and Muslims, seekers 

of truth of all races, creeds and castes. His small room in the Dakshineswar temple garden on 

the outskirts of the city of Kolkata became a veritable parliament of religions. Everyone who 

came to him felt uplifted by his profound God-consciousness, boundless love, and universal 

outlook. Each seeker saw in him the highest manifestation of his own ideal. By coming near 

him the impure became pure, the pure became purer, and the sinner was transformed into a 

saint.  

The greatest contribution of Sri Ramakrishna to the modern world is his message of the 

harmony of religions. To Sri Ramakrishna all religions are the revelation of God in His diverse 

aspects to satisfy the manifold demands of human minds. Like different photographs of a 

building taken from different angles, different religions give us the pictures of one truth from 

different standpoints. They are not contradictory but complementary. Sri Ramakrishna faithfully 

practiced the spiritual disciplines of different religions and came to the realization that all of 
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them lead to the same goal. Thus he declared, “$� �� ���� �%” ("As many faiths, so many 

ways”). The paths vary, but the goal remains the same. Harmony of religions is not uniformity; 

it is unity in diversity. It is not a fusion of religions, but a fellowship of religions based on their 

common goal - communion with God. This harmony is to be realized by deepening our 

individual God-consciousness. In the present-day world, threatened by nuclear war and torn by 

religious intolerance, Sri Ramakrishna's message of harmony gives us hope and shows the 

way. May his life and teachings ever inspire mankind for a long time. 

The message of Sri Ramakrishna to the modern world, “Do not care for doctrines, do not care 

for dogmas, or sects, or churches, or temples, or mosques; they count for little compared with 

the essence of existence in each man, which is the essence of spirituality, and the more this is 

developed in a man, and the more powerful he is for good. Earn that spirituality first and 

criticize no one, for all doctrines and creeds have some good in them. Show by your lives that 

religion does not mean words, or names, or sects, but that means spiritual realization. Only 

those can understand who have felt. Only those who have attained to spirituality can 

communicate it to others, can be great teachers of mankind. They alone are the powers of 

light.” 

Sri Ramakrishna practiced Sufi Islam, Buddhism and Sikhism and found all religions could lead 

to the same spiritual realization.  Swami Vivekananda said - ”To proclaim and make clear the 

fundamental unity underlying all religions was the mission of my Master. Other teachers have 

taught special religions, which bear their names, but this great teacher of the nineteenth 

century made no claim for himself. He left every religion undisturbed, because he had realized 

that, in reality, they are part and parcel of the one eternal religion” 

Here are some of the quotes from the great spiritual teacher Sri Ramakrishna: 

“God is everywhere but He is most manifest in man. So serve man as God. That is as good as 
worshipping God” 

“When one has love for God, one doesn't feel any physical attraction to wife, children, relatives 
and friends. One retains only compassion for them” 

“It is easy to talk on religion, but difficult to practice it” 

“God can be realized through all paths. All religions are true. The important thing is to reach 
the roof. You can reach it by stone stairs or by wooden stairs or by bamboo steps or by a rope. 
You can also climb up by a bamboo pole” 

“One must be very particular about telling the truth. Through truth one can realize God” 

“Many good sayings are to be found in holy books, but merely reading them will not make one 
religious” 

“To work without attachment is to work without the expectation of reward or fear of any 
punishment in this world or the next. Work so done is a means to the end, and God is the end” 

“When the divine vision is attained, all appear equal; and there remains no distinction of good 
and bad, or of high and low” 

“God is in all men, but all men are not in God; that is why we suffer” 
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Forgotten Bengali Heroes 

Derozio & Young Bengal  

Tapan Bhattacharya 

 

On the evening of December 26, 1831 a strange sight caught the eye of the natives of 
Calcutta. A horse driven hearse carriage was slowly trundling down Chowringhee turning into 
European Burial Ground Road, carrying a plain wooden coffin, followed by on foot, a few 
Englishmen, but what was most unusual was that at least ten Bengali young men dressed in 
dhuti-chadar were walking behind it too! What were the Bengali young men doing walking in a 
Christian funeral procession!  Didn't they know that they would lose their caste! 

In this case, the young Bengali Bhadralok did not care! They had come to grief and pay their 
respects to their "guru", Henry Louis Vivian Derozio, who had succumbed to Cholera at the 
age of twenty-two. 

Henry Louis Vivian Derozio was born in 1809 to a Portuguese father and an English mother in 

Calcutta. The family was prosperous and lived on Circular Road a gray zone between the 

White and Black towns. At the age of eight he was sent to David Drummond's Dhurramtallah 

Academy School. Drummond was one of the trios of Scotsmen, with David Hare and 

Alexander Duff, who were on the forefront of establishing English language educational 

institutions in India. Drummond, who disdained tradition and authority, was a foremost 

proponent of reason and evidence was a major influence on young Derozio's mind and helped 

him to become an independent thinker. At the age of fourteen, Derozio went to work in his 

Father's firm in Calcutta but later moved to work at his uncle's Indigo plantation in Bhagalpur 

on the Ganges River. The countryside by the river inspired him to write poetry, which started to 

be published in the magazine, India Gazette. His reputation as a poet was local, but he had 

started to make a name for himself in Calcutta. 

In 1828, Derozio returned to Calcutta and joined Hindu College as a teacher of English 

Literature and History. Hindu College was founded in 1817 by David Hare, with the support of 

Bengali scions, such as Raja Radhakanto Deb of Sobhabazar, with the charter of providing 
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tuition in the English & Indian Language in the literature and science of Europe and Asia to the 

sons of the Bengali Bhadralok class. Derozio flourished as a poet in English, but his theme and 

material was all Indian, as he had never left the shores of India, it was essentially a new genre! 

You can hear this lament in one of his poems, titled, 'To India-My Native Land': 

My country! In thy day of glory past 
A beauteous halo circled round thy brow, 
And worshiped as a deity thou wast- 
Where is that glory, where is that reverence now? 

At Hindu College another side of Derozio started to flourish too! In the brief period he taught 

there, three years, the influence of his mind, beliefs and teachings were profound on his 

students. The young men constantly sought his company both in and outside the classroom. 

His spell on his pupils seemed total. They even visited him at home. He encouraged them to 

speak freely and think openly and independently. He urged them not to be swayed by 'idols', 

Intellectual or otherwise, and 'live and die for truth'. Derozio asked them not to just read books 

in their curriculum, such as Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, Milton's Paradise Lost and 

Shakespeare's Tragedies but books by the Kant, Voltaire, the "Common Sense" by Thomas 

Paine, the American thinker and patriot, the theorist and Economist, David Hume and 

Romantic poets, such as, Shelley. 

Derozio, started a discussion group, the 'Academic Association ', which were attended not only 

by his students but by eminent educationists, such as David Hare. Here the students read 

papers, argued, debated, discussing literature, philosophy and religion. A prime target of 

Derozio and these young men was to question and attack the orthodoxy of the Hindu religion 

and reject its superstitious rituals and practices. They all were bent upon exposing these 

beliefs and the rallying cry of these young men became, "Down with Idolatry, down with 

Superstition".  

This was a period of deep religious upheaval in India. Many of the barbaric religious traditions, 

such as Sati and the torture of young widows were starting to be challenged by the British 

ruling Class in India at the urging of the Christian missionaries and some of the educated 

Indian gentry. Many of these acts were committed in the name of religion by unscrupulous 

priests for their own benefit or their benefactors. The common population did not have the 

learning or the power of reason to engage these so-called men of religion. 

The Young Bengali's, later to be known as Derozians, exposed to writings and arguments of 

the larger world and led by Derozio, wanted to challenge these superstitions. Ramtanu Lahiri, 

Peary Chand Mitra, Krishna Mohan Banerji, Ram Gopal Ghosh, Rasik Krishna Mullick, 

Radhanath Sikdar, Harachandra Ghosh, Kishorichand Mitra were all committed to the cause of 

exposing and denouncing Hinduism. Many of them started to eat beef, drink wine and rebel 

against Hindu rituals. Summoned to the courts to appear as a witness Rasik Krishna Mallick, 

as the custom of those days, was asked to swear on a copper vessel containing Tulsi leaves 
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and Ganga Jal. He rebelled by saying that he was not a Hindu anymore, and he would not take 

the oath! Many Derozians refused to accept the Brahaminical thread (Paita). One, when asked 

to bow before a statue of the Goddess Kali, greeted the image with the words," Good Morning, 

Madam". 

Though many of their acts were considered as reckless by elders, even outside Hindu College, 

most considered them that 'they were men of truth' and incapable of any falsehoods. 

All this caused a huge uproar in the Hindu community in Calcutta. Grandmothers listened in 

shock to their grandsons taunting their Gods, fathers watched in dismay their sons refusing to 

perform age-old rituals. The Bengali Bhadralok Samaj threatened to withdraw their students 

from the College, leaving the Managing Committee of the College, no choice, but to pass a 

resolution forbidding teachers to teach anything that subverted the Hindu Religion. Derozio 

was obviously the prime target and was considered the root of all the evils. A resolution to 

dismiss him was passed. He was informed of this,on April 25, 1831, he resigned his position at 

the College but always defended himself, saying that he had done no wrong! 

On the outside, he continued as a poet, writer and a publisher. Derozio was infected with 

Cholera on December 17, 1831; he passed away six days later. 

Subsequently, most of the Derozians became distinguished men in their own right! Ramtanu 

Lahiri, on his graduation from Hindu College joined the teaching staff there and then taught 

later at the newly formed Krishnanagar College. Peary Chand Mitra became a Librarian, 

Businessman, and under his pen name TekChand Thakur wrote the first Bengali novel, "Alaler 

Gorer Dulal", published in 1858. This pioneered writing Bengali prose in "Chalit Basha". 

Krishna Mohan Banerji, converted to Christianity to become Rev K.M. Banerji, a pastor, 

teacher, journalist and a prolific author of academic works in English and Bengali. He was 

awarded a DeLitt by the University of Calcutta. 

Ram Gopal Ghosh, a committed Anglophile but also a great Patriot was well known as an 

orator the papers called him the 'Indian Demosthenes'. 

Radhanath Sikdar, whose mathematical skills elevated him to become the chief Computer of 

the Trigonometrical Survey of India and is known for first calculating the height of Peak XV as 

the highest mountain in the world, later called, Mt Everest. Several others, published scholarly 

works on Philosophy, History, Grammar, Female Oppression. 

Derozio's brief life and the contributions of the Derozians shook the foundations of centuries of 

superstitions and rituals and ushered in the Indian Renaissance. 

Acknowledgements: Awakening, The story of the Bengal Renaissance by Subrata Dasgupta; 
Land of Two Rivers by Nitish Sengupta. 
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The Globe Trotter: Travelogue in a Time Warp 

Chandradeep Banerjee 

 

All Bengalis who have spent their adolescence and 

childhood devouring on Satyajit Ray, always get 

fascinated upon hearing the term “
& �$'#�”. It reminds 

us of Mandar Bose, the goon from Sonar Kella who 

famously conjured “��(�  	!�� 
���” (Dushtu Lok 

Vanish). Mandar Bose has left a permanent mark on us, 

who grew up in the era of Feluda. His dialogues like 

“Hyena toh China te moshai” or, “Africa te Nekrer 

chaash hoy” surely used to leave the kids of our 

generation in awe.  

Now in the era of Social Media and Internet Search Engines, where information and 

knowledge is only a few button clicks away, we badly miss likes of Mandar Bose or Professor 

Shonku or Chhoto Mama from Aguntuk, who regularly used to create curiosity in our young 

souls, poked the traveler side in us, and would make us restless in the summer or puja 

vacations.  

                                        

Probably being a kid growing up on Feluda and Professor Shonku, I still get goose bumps with 

any thoughts of travelling. So, I was visibly very excited when a few of my old college friends 

planned to make an impromptu road trip through the Rocky Terrains of Colorado, last summer. 

Unlike the regular family vacation trips where we chalk down every possible detail of the tour, 

this trip purposefully lagged planning, an element of uncertainty prevailed that Mandar Bose or 

Kakababu had shown us in our childhood days. Through this trip we all thought of liberating 

ourselves from the shackles of corporate pressure along the zig zag roads meandering across 

the vast canyon lands of Colorado. 

A couple of us met at Denver International Airport in the morning. Our rental car was already 

arranged, so without any further delay we rolled the wheels towards the next phase of journey. 
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A fifty mile drive through the monotonous grasslands of Colorado took us to the small town of 

Fort Collins. A couple other friends joined us and now the travel pack was full.  

As we drove towards Rocky Mountain National Park East Entrance, rapidly the boring plains of 

the state started giving way to scenic hilly landscape. Our lungs were filling up with unpolluted 

mountain air, an apt opportunity to not breathe artificially conditioned air inside the car. We 

went past Estes Park Town; a small tourist spot at the foothills of Rocky Mountains. As we kept 

driving up the meandering mountainous roads, air started growing thinner, air pressure 

changes deafening us momentarily and astonishing views engulfing us with a sense of being 

lost amidst nature, simultaneously captivating us with a sense of uncertainty and 

unpredictability that used to make characters like Robinson Crusoe and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Present     Childhood 

Jules Verne was so precious to us while growing up. We continued our ascend to the highest 

point of Trail Ridge Loop (14,255ft.), where the rocky terrains have been replaced with white, 

soft snow covers which got a few of our Californian friends very excited, not so much to 

someone coming from Minnesota, reminding me of the brutality of winter which lies ahead. It 

was at this highest point of the loop, that air became so thin, we started to feel dizzy and light 

headed which eventually went off as we descended. We continued our journey through the 

jungles past Grand Lake, along White River. This long and bumpy unpaved river road 

ultimately took us to I-70 where we again re-united with human civilization in the darkness of 

night. Throughout this pitch dark off-roading we kept gazing at the stars and milky ways which 

elude us in our city lives.  

 

Likewise in the next three days, we took a lot of detours from urban world and surrendered 

ourselves to Mother Nature. Our journey through Glenwood Canyons, Arches National Park 

and Breckenridge took us back to Denver where we all dispersed again and silently made the 
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needed transition to our regularized corporate lives, a life where we won’t find Mandar Bose or 

Lal Mohan Babu debating on “Uter Pakostholi” and a camel’s diet (“.5 	8 	�c5� ��c�� ��&?”).  This 

not so planned, whimsical trip through nature made me realize the importance of adventure 

characters like Tom Swear, Feluda, Professor Shonku, Tintin and so many others who taught 

us to be adventurous, rebellious and free spirited. Should we really let these characters fade 

away so fast and get eclipsed with social media and online video streaming?  

For those who are still interested to relive their youth – 

Adventures of Tintin: 

https://www.goodreads.com/series/51898-tintin 

Feluda Series: 

https://www.goodreads.com/series/76232 

Professor Shonku Series: 

http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/670679.The_Incredi
ble_Adventures_of_Professor_Shonku 
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The Emerald Isle 

Smarajit Mitra 

I have always wanted to visit Ireland. Her landscape, her history and her phenomenal contributions to 

literature and the arts have had an immense attraction for me since my growing years – not to mention 

my entire childhood and youth being greatly influenced by the Irish teachers I had thru’ school in 

Kolkata. They celebrated me, they punished me and they set my moral compass that I still carry to this 

day. Not least of our decisions to go to Ireland was that neither my wife nor I had ever visited the land in 

our long careers that have taken us to every corner of the globe. 

So, in August of this year we took this long awaited tour of Ireland, planning to see as much of the 

country we could in our ten days of travel. Much of this would be done by driving through the country in 

a rented vehicle, planned with much trepidation, as we would be driving on the “other” side of the road 

with a gear box on the left!! We arranged our flights, hotels, car rental and a couple of guided tours 

through AAA and took off from MSP to Toronto from where we would connect to Dublin. 

Dublin International is a busy, modern airport with connections to many other European and 

international destinations. The airport is about six miles from the City Center and is served by Dublin 

Bus and Aircoach to take you there. You can buy a Dublin Pass at the airport that allows free admission 

to many tourist sites and is usable on the bus for transportation to the city. Since, I had studied the city 

map in great detail before leaving and knew where our hotel was, we decided to avail of the Dublin 

Pass and took the bus. Where we got off the bus was still a half-mile hike to the hotel and with our 

shoulder bags and roller bags we made the trek. It was early afternoon and the hotel, O’Callaghan 

Stephens Green, was modern and the room was quite pleasant. We headed out first to see St. Patrick’s 

Cathedral. This was first on our agenda as the Boyle family monument (1632) was there with a bust of 

the child Robert Boyle, the father of modern chemistry. We researched many famous Irish chemists 

during our trip to Ireland. St. Patrick’s is Ireland’s largest church, next to a sacred well where St. 

Patrick, Ireland’s patron saint, was supposed to have baptized converts as early as 450 AD. The church 

has seen many restorations, notably by Sir Benjamin Guinness in the 1860’s. The “people’s church” 

was the sanctuary for the Protestant Huguenot refugees when they arrived from France in the mid-

1600’s under persecution by Louis XIV, who practically banned Protestantism from France. The church 

is also noted as the burial place of the inimitable satirist Jonathan Swift (1667-1745), well known to 

most for his “Gulliver’s Travels”. Swift was a Dean of St. Patrick’s and his grave stands next to his 

beloved Stella, a clandestine relationship of much intrigue. 

A meal of Irish seafood chowder that night in the hotel lobby was one of the best I have ever had. Next 

morning was our designated “literary tour” of Dublin. We took a city bus to go north of the Liffey River to 

see the James Joyce Center, located on North Great George’s Street. As we got off the bus near the 

Parnell Monument, we noticed the prominent Gate Theatre, where such famous actors as James 

Mason and Orson Welles got their first break. The Parnell Square and monument are named after 

Charles Parnell (1846-1891), the founder of the Irish Parliamentary Party and a person of much 

significance in Irish history.  A short walk and we found the James Joyce Centre. Joyce (1882-1941) 

was born in Dublin and is most famous for his modernist novel, Ulysses. The novel was banned at 

different times in different countries, including the United States, but has been often called "the most 

prominent landmark in modernist literature". A photograph of Joyce with Sylvia Beach (1887-1962), 

who first published the novel in Paris from her Shakespeare and Company bookstore, is noteworthy. Of 

particular value is the furniture from Joyce’s apartment in Paris and the doorway to 7 Eccles Street, 

home of Leopold Bloom, the protagonist in Ulysses. I remember my first introduction to Joyce when, as 
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I teenager, I read his “A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man”, his first major novel, from my father’s 

bookshelf, somewhat surreptitiously, I admit.  

A short walk back to Parnell Square (the Rotunda Hospital here is where the famous singer Bono was 

born), we found the Garden of Remembrance, dedicated to the memory of all who sacrificed their lives 

for Irish Freedom. Across from the Garden was the Dublin Writers Museum where 300 years 

 

The Abbey Theatre in Dublin 

of Irish literature is displayed. The Gallery of 

Writers, upstairs is lavishly decorated with 

chronological photos and busts of famous Irish 

authors and poets and one can spend a whole 

day there. Walking out of there, we searched a 

little bit to find the famous Abbey Theatre, now 

with a modern façade but with a century of 

theatrical history, staging its first play in 1904 

directed by W.B. Yeats (1865-1939) and Lady 

Gregory (1852-1932). Rabindranath’s “Post 
Office” (Dakghar) was performed here for four 

shows starting on October 2, 1913. The General 

Post Office, a majestic building on O’Connell 

Street, built in 1818, was on 

the way back to the river. It symbolizes the 1916 Irish Rising where Patrick Pearse (1879-1916) read 

out the Proclamation of the Irish Republic. The freedom movement was decisively crushed by the 

British.  

We crossed the river, going south on foot, over the Ha’penny Bridge, one of Dublin’s most 

photographed sights. A walk thru’ the Temple Bar, lined with narrow cobbled streets, Irish pubs and 

interesting shops brought us to the Bank of Ireland building in College Green, which is an operational 

bank, but has a small side door leading to what is the remains of 

the original, first dedicated parliament house in Europe. 

Everything is gone except the elegantly oak paneled House of 

Lords with its huge tapestries and the 1,233-piece crystal 

chandelier. This room is spectacular. We had a quick walk thru’ 

the National Museum of Ireland – Archaeology with its 

marvelous rotunda and depicting the prehistoric years of this 

land, from Bronze Era jewelry to wooden objects. Out of the 

Museum, a walk thru’ St. Stephen’s Green would bring us back 

to our hotel. The Green is a beautifully flowered park with 

numerous memorials to famous Dubliners. I was surprised to 

find a black stone statue of Rabindranath in a little nook in the 

park, the first non-Irish personality that was so honored in the 

park! A dinner of Burmese cuisine ended the day.   

Tagore in St Stephen’s Green 

Our last and final day in Dublin was reserved for historical tours. It was a dark and drizzly day, but 

armed with rain gear and umbrellas we went to see Dublin Castle. For seven hundred years, this is 

wherefrom the English ruled over Ireland. A guided tour helped greatly to appreciate the historical 

significance of this place. The Upper Yard has the majestic State Apartments with the grand St. 
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Patrick’s Hall with ceilings painted by the Italian, Vincenzo Valdre (1740-1814), depicting Irish history. It 

was in this part of the castle that British Viceroys lived as representatives of the crown.  The Throne 

Room is imposing with an ornate throne first installed in 1821. Bram Stoker, the author of Dracula, once 

worked in this castle as a civil servant and the castle may have had an influence on Stoker’s description 

of the residence of the evil Count. It was here in the Dublin Castle, with all its chronicles, that I realized 

the great parallels between the Irish freedom movement and the Indian one. Ireland gained freedom in 

1922 and so many of the steps taken there were followed by the Indians for their independence, some 

with success and some not. Dublin Castle is so entwined with Ireland’s past that it is hard to miss the 

significance of this place.  

Next in the plan was Trinity College. With Oxford and Cambridge in mind, the college was established 

in 1592 and is unequivocally considered the best university in Ireland. Its alumni are a virtual Who’s 

Who of Ireland and the campus is now a mix of classic and modern architecture. The entrance gate has 

two beautiful statues of Edmund Burke (1729-1797) and Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774), which can be 

seen from the street. Of course, the most famous attraction on campus is the Book of Kells in the 

library, for which long lines form to view this rare manuscript. It is a lavish book with the four Gospels, 

created in the ninth century. But for me, the most spectacular and memorable sight was the Long Room 

of the Old Library, holding 200,000 old books and lined with nearly 50 marble busts of the great 

philosophers and writers of the western world. After touring the grounds and briefly visiting the 

Chemistry Department, we finished our tour of the college. 

With much “culture” in our agenda for the last full morning, we decided it was time to visit the most 

visited Dublin landmark, the Guinness Brewery and Storehouse and taste the brown liquor. We took a 

cab to St. James’s Gate, a ten-minute ride, and arrived at this four acre floor space spread over seven 

floors. The exhibit fully explains the process with interactive displays. It is a feast for chemists like us 

and we were absorbed in our own worlds! The ale making, the transportation history and the 

advertisements around the world fill up hours of viewing. It was almost more fun than the Coca Cola 

tour in Atlanta. The tour ended with an individual training on how to pour a perfect pint of Guinness and 

we were both certified for the achievement!! This is a tour you don’t want to miss. That night, we ate 

Moroccan food at Dada on Williams Street in Dublin, an alley chock-full of eateries. 

We rented a car next day and headed north to Belfast in Northern Ireland. Northern Ireland is part of 

the UK and the currency used here is the British Pound. The drive is mostly over motorways and quite 

pleasant. We reached the world-famous Europa Hotel in the City Center located opposite the Grand 

Opera House. Belfast is still largely an industrial town but much activity is going on to make it tourist 

attractive. The first thing to visit there was the Titanic Quarter. The doomed ship was built here and the 

new exhibit building, Titanic Belfast has nine interactive galleries chronicling the building of the luxury 

liner. The magnitude of the project is difficult to imagine. We retired early as next morning we would 

have to catch the bus touring the northern Antrim coast. 

The Antrim Coast of Northern Ireland is the northeastern coastline of Ireland on the North Channel. 

Formed by volcanic eruptions that rolled into the sea, the coastline is dotted with sheer rock 

interspersed with vistas of green that gently slope into the water. The area’s history is tied closely to 

Scotland because of the proximity – Scotland is as close as 12 miles from this coast. The first stop in 

our tour was Carrickfergus – a colony that grew around the castle built there by John de Courcy in 

1180. (People here in Minnesota will know Fergus Falls which was founded by a Scotsman, James 

Fergus, who later played a key role in the Republican Party in Montana). De Courcy (1160-1219) was 

an Anglo-Norman knight who arrived in Ireland and captured vast areas of territory. The castle, 

overlooking the harbor, is beautifully preserved, though it has seen many additions and re-constructions 

which are more modern. Carrickfergus is also the ancestral home of our 7th President, Andrew Jackson 
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(1767-1845), and there is a Centre there named after him, but we did not get to visit it. Driving further 

around Carnlough Village and Ballycastle, a place made famous by Guglielmo Marconi’s assistant 

sending the first wireless message across water from here to Rathlin Island in 1898, we arrived at the 

Carrick-a-rede Rope Bridge. The bridge hangs 80 feet above the sea and crosses 65 feet to a tiny 

island across where there is a salmon fishery. It swings and twists when you step on it and we were too 

faint at heart to try it, as were the majority of tourists that visited the place. 

With a brief stop for lunch we drove to the highlight of this tour, the Giant’s Causeway. It is a World 

Heritage Site. Almost 61 million years ago, huge volcanic eruptions swept thru’ this coastline and the 

rapid cooling that ensued, cracked the basalt lava into polygonal shaped blocks which appear to rise 

from the water as massive dark columns, 40,000 in number. Legend has it that the giant Finn MacCool 

laid the causeway to cross over to Scotland to fight his rival Scottish giant, Benandonner. It is a 

spectacular sight that I will never forget. Late afternoon we left the Causeway and with a short stop to 

photograph the ruins of the now roofless Dunluce Castle, we returned to Belfast along more inland 

routes. 

Next morning we drove down from Belfast to Dublin, to continue our journey to the south and west 

coast of Ireland. Southeastern Ireland was controlled throughout the Middle Ages by two powerful 

families – the Fitzgeralds of Kildare and the Butlers of Kilkenny. Taking the N7 from Dublin and joining 

up with the motorway M7, one drives southwest to Kildare where the St. Bridgid’s Cathedral marks the 

saint who founded a religious community here in 480 AD. With a long travel plan that day we moved on 

further southwest to arrive at Kilkenny. Often called Ireland’s loveliest inland city, the medieval capital 

city was dominated by the Anglo-Norman Butler family from the end of the fourteenth century for 500 

years. Majestic buildings in town bear that legacy, specially the area called Englishtown. The most 

glorious of those structures is the Kilkenny Castle, overlooking the River Nore. This fascinating castle, 

one of the best we have seen in Ireland, was occupied even up to eighty years ago and the castle was 

then donated to the nation by the Butler descendants in 1967. The two wings of the castle have been 

restored, including the magnificent Long Gallery with paintings of many of the occupants of the castle 

and members of the upper crust of Irish society. The French Classical garden in the back is a worthy 

appendage to this beautiful building.  

Heading due south from Kilkenny we got to Ireland’s oldest city, Waterford, home of the legendary 

Waterford Crystals. Situated on the estuary of the River Suir emptying into St. George’s Channel, 

Waterford was the main seaport of Southeast Ireland. A walk through the Waterford Crystal Visitor 

Center in the ESB building was eye-opening, seeing how the world famous crystals were crafted, from 

glass melting to finished product. You could spend hours watching the master craftsmen, but the guide 

moves the tourists thru’ in a timely manner. After a small token purchase from the world’s largest 

display of the crystals at the end of the tour, we headed out on N25 towards Cork, but took a swing to 

the west at the N72 junction to find Lismore, the birthplace Robert Boyle. We saw Lismore Castle, 

perched above the Blackwater River, which was once owned by Earl Richard Boyle, Robert’s father. It 

was in this castle that Robert Boyle was born in 1627. The castle, however has been owned for 

centuries by the Duke of Devonshire family and is not open for tourists. From Lismore, we headed west 

for our final destination for the day, the town of Killarney. 

Killarney may perhaps be called a tourist town, as it is a convenient starting point to drive thru’ the Ring 

of Kerry, another highlight of any Irish tour. This 112 miles circle around the Iveragh Peninsula is a 

drive through diverse landscape. Sometimes through mountains and sometimes through coastal vistas 

sprinkled with small fishing villages and towns with unique characters. Stunning views of the water are 

available throughout the trip, which despite its short distance, took us a whole day to enjoy. Drivers be 
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aware, some of the roads on this tour are very narrow and tortuous. Killarney has many nice 

restaurants and interesting shopping opportunities. 

We finally reached our last day of the trip. The plan was to drive through the Lower Shannons to 

Bunratty Castle where our hotel was, drop our luggage and head for the small seaside town of Doolin 

on the Atlantic Ocean to catch the boat tour to the Cliffs of Moher. As one drives northeast to the 

region, one feels the blowing winds of the 

 

Atlantic roaring through the great River Shannon estuary. Bunratty Hotel, next to the castle was not 

ready for check-in but allowed us to leave our bags there and we took off for the boat tour. Doolin is a 

very small town just north of the Cliffs and we found the boat was already quite packed. Since we had 

prepaid tickets we got on, but had to make do by sitting on the boxes in the back of the boat where the 

life vests were. At least, we were going to get to the vests before anyone else did, if the need arose!! 

The boat was small, the Atlantic waters were very rough and the winds were of gale proportions. A 30 

minute ride took us to the Cliffs; we were wet and cold and, hanging on to whatever was available, we 

took photos at great peril to our safety. The Cliffs rise almost 700 feet from the ocean for a five mile 

stretch. The sandstone and black shale face of the cliffs provide nesting places for guillemots and 

seabirds which appear like white dots on the bluffs. The high waves of the sea crash against the black 

backdrop, sending white surf and mist across the wall of darkness. It was quite adventurous; this last bit 

of our Ireland tour will remain imprinted in my memory. Back in the hotel we packed our bags for the 

flight next day and rested.  

We drove next morning to Shannon Airport, which is the second major international airport in Ireland. 

Connecting in Chicago we were back home in Minnesota that day. The tour reinforced my view of the 

parallels between Irish and Indian history. Though vastly different in size, the lands have attracted 

many an occupier that  settled and called them homes, but the true identity of the indigenous peoples 

have withstood thru’ the times and have bloomed after long struggles for freedom. Many of the 

provisions of the Indian Constitution were derived from the Irish counterpart. India, Ireland and the 

United States, all have long histories of being British colonies and the shared experiences are 

remarkably resemblant. 
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�E ���	�� �%�	 ����?�8 ��� �	�� ����� - ��5�-2 ��� 2� �"�� �� ��K" ��& ���| 

"��� ����� ������ ����?�8" - ���8 +�c�+�& 2�V, 2�	� ��c?-5� ����?�8 ����-2 ��	� �	5� 
!�E8-� ��� 2�V ��| ��� �� suitcase ��� �h�� ���� ��� ��| ����! ��� ���"-5�� ���� �� 
7� � 	�� �����| �� ���� �� ������ ������ �	���� ��	�� �&��, ��� 7� �5� K�� ��E��| �"��, 
���5 ��� +�����| ?���, ��� O��� ��& ��2| ���� �!��!-5� �	5�  ��� ���| 	�� �%�	 ��� 
������ 	�h���~ ]F ���| ���� 	�� �� %�	��2 ���5� ��� �	5�  ������ ��� ������	| ��� 
!"����	 �� �	�� �� ���� ������ ���& ���8 ���# ��� ?�� ��&|   

���� 0�� ���8 ��� �����& �����, !"����� ����L� ��� ���& �����& ��� "��J"| �	5� 	���� 
�7��6 ��� � ���8�	 �	�� ��"�	� �����| �� �	 ����7��� �h5 	�� ���� ���5�, ����	 
leather �� �����-5�2| ���-� ��%� ������ �7��6 purse 5� ���& ���8-�	 ���� ��� �	. ���� 
����� �� �� ��� ���� 	�	���� �	 �c��� ���� ��� 	����-� 7�E� ���E� ����-�| ���� ���8 
����� ��! ��-�| �	� !"����� ��K" ��� ���8 ����	��E �	�� ��2&��| �়�-� �8 ��b�� �h�� 
7��� �� 7����, �7���-� ���8 2� !�5� ��
�& ��	| �� ���<�� �	 ��� ���� ��	%� 7���� 
���� ���� �� ��� �	��5�-� ��� ��� ���|   

����� ����� ���� �	5� ��� �	�5 ��&| ���8� ��# ��� 7����| ���" ��� � !�E8, ��� ����|  

�, �8& ��� 2�� �����& ��� ����5� ��.�D j� 	���, �����!��� ����& ��� ��� - "�"�#��, 2� 
7S����� ������� ��" ����� 	���� �	���< K��"| �����!��� �� ����� ��3�� ��~- 
!�5  
��� �	
 ���& ����& ���� %��	 ���8��� ���	|  

���8 !"����� ���-5� �?�� K�� - "2 ���, � ��� ��� h�5�-� �	
 ���& ��� ���| �� �� �"�� 
�� ���c�� �����| ��� �	� ���� ��E� ��"| 

���&
 �����K" ?�� ����� 	���| �	��� ���8� ���	 �����W	 ���	�& ����� 	�� – “������� 
�	 ��: �� ����� ��N? ����� ���� ��� �& ������ 7� � 	�� ������ �"��-5� ���& ?�� 
������ �&�� ���5  �%�	| ���	 	� 	�� ������� ����5� �� ¡	��� �����E 	����| Please 
������ �"��5� ������� 	��� %�	�� �h�� ���& ���”|  

!"��� �	�� ���� ��2&�� ���� ���8 ������&�7��� ��� 2�V "�	���� A��< ���?"| ���&
 
!�L)�� ��� - "����� ���<� !�E8 5� ���K�& A���<� ��� ��%�, ��� ��? ���� �	 ����! 
involve 	��� ?��? ����� ������� ��" ������ 7"��	!� 5� ����� �� ��& ���| ��'� ���	�� 
��� 2� �"�� 5�� ��K""|  
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!"��� ���� ����& ��� ��� "Please 7� � ��+��� ��| ���� ���� ������� �"�� �h�� ����| 
�� ������ �"��-5�?" ���&
 ��� - "25� �&�����5  � ��� ���"| 

�	5� P� T ��P��! ���8 ��� 2�V - "25� ��� ���& ���� ������, ���	 ��8��� �"�� ��� �� 
K��� A�,�I �&��| �����, 7���"� ����N �� ��� �����| ����� �� ����� ��'� ��&��& 
���-2 %�	�� ������"| ���&
� ���% !"���-2 ���	 ��& �?�& %��	 ���8� ���	| ���8 �	 ��� 
�� �8��5� ���& ��� ����!? ����� �� �	��� ��-2 �� �	 ��� ���&
� ���% ���� ���� �	  
	�� ����| 2� ����	��E, ����¤� 0��� �	 �¥�¦��-�� �%�	2 ���8? !"��� ���&
� 	��� 
������E 	�� ��� - "���� §8�	 ��� 	�� �����, ���� 2 ����	�� �8��� ��&��, ��� 2� 
���!�-5� A	�! 	��� ���& �����	 ����� ���&� ���% �� ��� 	�� �h����"|  

���&
 ���� 	F< ���� ��� -"����� ���, �	�� �	�� ������< �� �2&�� 7����| ������ ������ 
�	 �7����� ���� ��; ���� �	� 5�5�-��E�� ��| �"�c, ���� ���5���
 )����" ����N, �	� A?� � 
�����[ 5�	� �	�����-� ��� ��| ����	 �%�	 ����� ���� ��� ����	��E ���� �	��5� ������ 
���K"� .��� ���&� �	����| �	� ��� �	5� ��¨ 	��< ���| ���� ��� ���� ������ ��'� 	���� 
����N ��&��| ���� ������ ��! ���5����& ���� ���| �� ����� ��! ��-�8 ����� �� ��������� 
��� !�-2 ���| �	� ���� ���� ��2&�� �� ?�	�� �� ��� ���&�	 ����� �� ����� ���	 
��	����� ��& �����| ��� ���� ���� ���	 ���& ����� ��
 	�5��� �������� �� ¡	 
	������� ��-�	 surprise ��� �	 ��Q 7��  ��� � ����	��E �� ����¤� ���&"| 

����� �8 b�� �h�� ���� 	��, “���� ��&-2 ��� ���! ���| �� ��� 	��� ��� ��� 
chemo'� ��.\ -5� ����| �	� #©� ����� �	���� �!� ���, ��7�� 	"�~�� �� ��� ��� 
?���"| ���8 �� !"��� ������ ?� � 	�� ����| 2�� 7���� ������ �����0���� ���% ��� �	5� 
��J��� 	����8 ��E�& ���| ���&
 ���� ���8� ���	 �h�� ��� "�� ���� ���� 	%� ��� �� 
�!&�� 	���� ��| �	� ��� ���� ���� ����� �� 2��� A�� ���?�� 	���� �	5� ���%" 
�!�7�3� 	%� �7��| �!� 	�� ��� �� ���� ��'� ���% ��&�� ��� 	��� ?����� ��| 2� 
���, ���� ���� ��-2 ?�� ������ �����| �	 ���� ��, ���E-���  ��� ��� %�	�� �����| �"�� 
�� ���c� ���& ����| ������ ���% 7� � 	�� ?�� �����| 2c��� �"�� ������ ��	�� �&�� ��� 
7� �5� K�� ��E��"| !"��� 	, ���� 7�� �?��� ���&
� ���	 ?�& 2� �¦������ ��"| ���8 2���	 
�?�& ��� 7S������ ���	| h�5�-� ���% ��� ���� ���| �?����� ��� ����, ��%�& A�& �	���� 
?� � ���; ��� wig -�� ���" ���+� ��� ���| �� ���%� �� ����� 7��"��� 	��� �?�&��� �7�� 
�!.�� 2�V| 7S������ ��� K�� ���8 ��� 2�V "���� ��� 7��"��8 �� �� 7����, ���T��8 ���& 
���&���"| ����� ���&
� ���	 �h�� ��� "%"�ª	 �. 7��| �� �� �� ���	 .�	�� 	���| 
��� ���� �������� �"�� 5� ��� ����"| ���&
 ���� ���&� 	�� ��c�?�& ��� - "�� ����� 
���<� !�E8 5� ���� ���, 25� ������ ���h� .����”।  

����� �������� ��& ���8 !"����� 	��� ��� ��cE�&, “����� ��� �	�� �����। “!"��� ��� �� �� 
���� ��� ����?�8 silk| ���5� �98� 	�� ���, 7����-� ��� ��	� ���� ?�� ���� ���& �E��� 
���, ���-� �� ����� ���”| ���	��� �� ������ �	���% �h�5 ��E ������|    
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26 ; ������8& ��J 
��K8� ��% 

�����8� .��� ; ������8 ��b¬9��\�  �,��	��8 । 

���-�	�! _�� �������� �����	 ���� 2 ���	�: ।। 

�� d!��\ �*	���	 ��� 	�� ���� ��� ?������	 । 

�!�� ?@K��< 	��8 ?@®% �� !��L ��W�� 	�� ।। 

���"��¯ ¬°?����8 �� 7[����	 ���8 ��� ���� । 

O!����' ��� �8 �� ¬9� ��B�  ���b���  !�[ ��� 	�� ।। 

���� ���� ��T 	��� A7�  	��� 	�	 �Z��� ±�- ���� । 

���N���� �K 	���� 	��"�&�8 �� ��� � �� �N 	���� ������ ।। 

�]7!�[� ��K6�8F�8 	�����' �� ��� 	��� 7[����	 । 

���"�& ��8�-�� ���-7��N"��� ��� ���?� �& �����1�� ���&� ���।। 

���TK�'8 �� 7[��� �	 �² ���T ��7 2 �� ��� ���< 	�� । 

¬9�-��B� -���b��� ���� !�[ ������8 �� ��� � �����³��।। 

�� ������8� ��� ������� ��K" ���� �8��� 2 ����� । 

´������ 7����� ¬9��\� µ�� �� ������ ����!8� �	��' ।। 

���� �� 	� ��S �� ���+����� ��" �� �,�� 	���� ��6�" �-��' । 

������8 "�����-��?��" �� !�[ ���& ���& �������	 	�� ��� ।। 
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f¢ä−Q¢l : gl¡¢p EvL−oÑl p¤¤h¡p −k pj¤âeN−ll nl£−lf¢ä−Q¢l : gl¡¢p EvL−oÑl p¤¤h¡p −k pj¤âeN−ll nl£−lf¢ä−Q¢l : gl¡¢p EvL−oÑl p¤¤h¡p −k pj¤âeN−ll nl£−lf¢ä−Q¢l : gl¡¢p EvL−oÑl p¤¤h¡p −k pj¤âeN−ll nl£−l 

�,��= 7>�?��  (����% ���	) 

e¡l£ J eNl£, p¤¤l¡ J p¤¤N¢å, R¢h J R¡u¡R¢h ¢Lwh¡ hC−ul j−a¡ hC j¡−eC qm é¡¾pz −k −c−nl pwú«¢al C¢aq¡p B−m¡ L−l 
−l−M−Re j¡m¡jÑ, −c¢lc¡, f¡ú¡m, −N¡c¡l, œ²−g¡, −f¡m¡e¢ú, L¡jÉ¥z ¢nÒf, p¡¢qaÉ, pwú«¢a Abh¡ cnÑe −b−L −k gl¡¢p 
EvL−oÑl p¤¤h¡p −i−p B−p a¡l S¥¢s −eCz −pC gl¡¢p −cn −b−L M−p fs¡ HLV¡ V¥L−l¡ h¤¢T f¢ä−Q¢l !  

fËbjh¡l f¢ä−Q¢l−a H−p Ah¡L q−u −c−M¢Rm¡j dhd−h p¡c¡ ph h¡¢s, k¡−a gl¡¢p fËi¡h Øføz l¡Ù¹¡l e¡−j, h¡¢sO−ll 
ÙÛ¡f−aÉ, j¡e¤oS−el −f¡n¡−L, −l−Ù¹¡ly¡l M¡Ju¡-c¡Ju¡u p¡l¡ nql S¥−sC HLV¡ gl¡¢p p¤¤OË¡Zz pj¤−âl ByQm Ry¥−u b¡L¡ HC 
nq−ll j¡u¡ju e¡N¢lLa¡l BOË¡−Z HaV¡C j¤‡ q−u¢Rm¡j −k a¡l −ln −b−L ¢N−u¢Rm hý¢cez a¡lfl h¡lh¡l Bj¡−L 
q¡aR¡¢e ¢c−u −X−L−R −pC nqlz BlJ −hn L−uLh¡l ¢N−u¢R f¢ä−Q¢l−az −q¡j L¥LX gl¡¢p p¤¤M¡cÉ Bl L¢jE¢e¢V 
¢m¢iw−ul j¡u¡u S¢s−u¢R Bh¡lJz 

 

S¡e¤u¡¢l −no q−h q−h Ll−Rz pjÙ¹ Ešlh‰ Ly¡f−R n£−az ¢eE Smf¡C…¢s −b−L pÙ»£L LmL¡a¡ H−p¢Rm¡j n£−a Ly¡f−a 
Ly¡f−az q¡Js¡ −b−L Lljäm H„−fËp d−l −Qæ¡C Bp¡l f−b n£a Bl Lø −cu¢e −ajez ¢L¿¹¥ −Qæ¡C−a −cMm¡j S¡e¤u¡¢ll 
−no pç¡−qJ −hn Eo· J BâÑ Bhq¡Ju¡z n£−al −f¡n¡−Ll fË−u¡Se −eC H−Lh¡−lCz p¤¤¢al q¡mL¡ −f¡n¡LC k−bøz  

−Qæ¡C −b−L f¢ä−Q¢ll c§laÆ 150 ¢L−m¡¢jV¡lz j¡Me jpªZ psLz ý ý L−l N¡¢s R¥V−R −p l¡Ù¹¡ ¢c−uz i¡s¡ Ll¡ N¡¢s j¡œ 
Bs¡C O¾V¡l j−dÉ −fy±−R ¢cm f¢ä−Q¢l−az −Qæ¡C−a −kje f¢ä−Q¢l−aJ Bhq¡Ju¡ −aje, k¡−L h−m qV AÉ¡ä ¢qE¢jXz 
f¢ä−Q¢l −Y¡L¡l j¤−M −hn ¢LR¥ TLT−L −NØV q¡ES −Q¡−M fsmz Bj¡−cl B−N −b−L h¤¢Lw ¢Rm e¡z Al¢h¾c BnË−jl 
A¢g−p −Nm¡j fËb−jz pj¤−âl H−Lh¡−l d¡−l HL¢V −NØV q¡E−S Wy¡C ¢jmmz f¢ä−Q¢l−a −q¡j −ØV hÉhÙÛ¡J l−u−R hý 
S¡uN¡uz ¢hm¡p£ −q¡−VmJ −Q¡−M f−s kœaœz  

f¢ä−Q¢l nqlV¡l f¢l¢d hs eu, a−h f¢lú¡l f¢lµRæz fË−aÉLV¡ nq−ll HLV¡ ¢eSü ¢VEe B−Rz f¢ä−Q¢l nq−ll −pC p¤¤l 
−ke gl¡¢p p¤¤l¡l j−a¡z ¢hm¡p£, A¢iS¡a, e¡¾c¢eLz LMeJC m¡EX AÉ¡ä i¡mN¡l euz VÉ¥¢lØV −kje −kje ¢S¢ep fR¾c 
L−le −pC j¢¾cl, −h¡V¡¢eLÉ¡m N¡−XÑe, ¢hQ, AÉ¡−L¡u¡¢lu¡j -- ph ¢LR¥C B−R HC pj¤âeN−lz ¢L¿¹¥ a¡l h¡C−lJ B−R ¢LR¥z 
pwN£a¢hm¡p£ j¡e¤−ol q©cu −kje L−l ØfnÑ L−l −L¡jm −lM¡h ¢WL −aje L−lC f¢ä−Q¢l nql hÉ¡MÉ¡l Aa£a HL Ae¤i¢̈a 
S¡¢N−u −cu −h¡−d, je−ez  
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Al¢h¾c BnË−jl −NØV q¡ES¢V QjvL¡lz −ia−l ph¤S O¡−pl HL¢V me, a¡−a q−lL lLj g¥mz −c−M −Q¡M S¥¢s−u k¡uz 
HM¡−e e¡jj¡œ Ml−Q −hËLg¡ØV, m¡’ Bl ¢Xe¡−ll hÉhÙÛ¡ B−Rz B−N −b−L L¥fe ¢e−u l¡M−a quz X¡m-i¡a-ph¢S ¢c−u 
HLcj p¡c¡j¡V¡ ¢àfË¡q¢lL −i¡Se p¡‰ L−l HLh¡l O¤−l Hm¡j Al¢h¾c BnËj −b−Lz n¡¿¹ dÉ¡ep¤¤¾cl f¢l−hnz ApwMÉ −c¢n 
¢h−c¢n j¡e¤o h−p B−Re, dÉ¡e Ll−Rez −L¡b¡J −L¡eJ në −eCz HM¡−e H−m −h¡T¡ k¡u nË£Al¢h¾c ay¡l ¢Q¿¹¡-−Qae¡ ¢e−u 
LaV¡ fË¡p¢‰L BSJz  

f¡−u −qy−V HLV¥ O¤−l −hs¡m¡jz HM¡−e Q¡js¡l ¢S¢e−pl e¡jX¡L M¤hz p¡l¡ nql S¥−s −hL¡¢l, LÉ¡−g Bl e¡e¡ dl−el 
−f¡n¡−Ll −c¡L¡−el Rs¡R¢sz a¡¢jm −c¡L¡ec¡l −kje l−u−Re, −aj¢e l−u−R gl¡¢p hw−n¡á¥a RVg−V ¢L−n¡l£z −m¡mQjÑ 
hªÜ-hªÜ¡J l−u−Re, gÉ¡ne ¢h¢L¢L¢el fnl¡ p¡¢S−uz  

p−å−hm¡ pj¤−âl d¡l ¢c−u Q−m −N−R −k f¡L¡ psL −pC fb ¢c−u qy¡Vm¡j HLV¥z hpm¡j HLV¡ −h−’z c§−ll m¡CVq¡E−Sl 
¢c−L a¡¢L−u pj¤−âl L¡−m¡ −YE −N¡e¡l −Qø¡ Llm¡j M¡¢eLrZz pj¤−âl NSÑe L¡−e Bp¢Rm, −e¡e¡ q¡Ju¡ H−p Ry¥−u ¢c−u 
k¡¢µRm nl£l, H−m−j−m¡ L−l ¢c¢µRm Q¥mz j−e q¢µRm h−pC b¡¢L p¡l¡ l¡a d−lz  

HLV¥ f−l c¤'f¡ −qy−V Hm¡j "¢hÔp' e¡−jl HL¢V g¥X S−u−¾Vz −é’L¡V c¡¢s, huú …Sl¡¢V j¡¢mL Lb¡h¡aÑ¡u −hn Aj¡¢uLz 
¢el¡¢jo HLV¡ ph¢S, f¢el Bl ¢Sl¡ l¡Cp ¢c−u ¢Xe¡l p¡l¡ qmz e'V¡l j−dÉ ¢g−l Hm¡j Bj¡−cl −Xl¡uz  

fl¢ce Bj¡−cl N¿¹hÉ AeeÉ CE¢ei¡pÑ¡m V¡Ee, A−l¡¢imz pjeÄ−ul Hl Q¡C−a hs ¢ecnÑe Bl qu e¡z p¡l¡ fª¢bh£l j¡e¤o 
HM¡−e H−p−Re, S¡¢a djÑ hZÑ ¢e¢hÑ−n−o HLp−‰ b¡L−Re HC ¢hn¡m Hm¡L¡uz L¢jE¢e¢V ¢m¢iw−ul H HL EvL«ø Ec¡qlZz 
j¡a«j¢¾c−l −Y¡L¡ pñh qm e¡z h¡C−l −b−L −c−MC c¤−dl ü¡c −O¡m ¢c−u −jV¡−a qmz  

A−l¡¢i−ml QaÆ−l q−lL lLj −c¡L¡ez −f¡n¡L-Bp¡L, fV¡¢l, M¡h¡l-c¡h¡−ll pñ¡l R¢s−u l−u−R HM¡−ez VÉ¥¢lØV l−u−Re 
fËQ¥l, ¢L¿¹¥ q–−N¡m −eCz S£he HM¡−e h−u Q−m−R d£l m−uz fËN¡t HL fËn¡¢¿¹ −R−u B−R pjÙ¹ A−l¡¢im S¥−sz C−µR Ll−m 
f¢ä−Q¢l nq−l e¡ −b−L HM¡−eJ b¡L¡ −k−a f¡−lz −p hÉhÙÛ¡J B−Rz Al¢h¾c BnË−jl −lØV q¡E−Sl j−a¡C HM¡−eJ M¡Ju¡ 
c¡Ju¡ Ll−a qu l¦¢Ve j¡¢gLz ¢e¢cÑø pju −j−e Qm−a quz a−h HC ¢eu−jl Ls¡L¢sl j−dÉJ −L¡b¡J HLV¡ Be¾cJ ¢L¿¹¥ 
B−Rz  

¢eS BÙ¹¡e¡u ¢g−l HLV¥ −én q−u p−å−hm¡ ¢N−u hpm¡j pj¤−âl d¡−lz ¢h−Lm −b−L p−å qmz d£−l d£−l AåL¡l O¢e−u 
Hmz m¡CV q¡E−Sl B−m¡ SÆ−m EWm p§kÑ −X¡h¡l p−‰ p−‰z c§l −b−L −i−p Bp¡ −L¡eJ p¤¤N¢å f¡lgÉ¥−jl p¤¤h¡p Bl 
L¢eu¡−Ll OË¡Z N¡−u S¢s−u gl¡¢p piÉa¡u S¡¢la HC pj¤âeNl L¡−el L¡−R ¢gp¢g¢p−u −ke h−m −Nm, "Bh¡l H−p¡'z  

f¢ä−Q¢l L£i¡−h k¡−he : ¢eE Smf¡C…¢s −b−L q¡Js¡ H−p −pM¡e −b−L f¢ä−Q¢l H„−fË−p f¢ä−Q¢l Bp−a q−hz −VÊ−e 
pju m¡N−h O¾V¡ 33 O¾V¡l j−a¡z ¢hj¡−e ¢Lwh¡ −VÊ−e −Qæ¡C ¢N−u N¡¢s h¡ h¡−p L−l f¢ä−Q¢l k¡Ju¡ −k−a f¡−lz pju m¡N−h 
fË¡u Bs¡C −b−L −f¡−e ¢ae O¾V¡z 

Bp¡l pju : A−ƒ¡hl −b−L j¡QÑz −Lee¡ S¥m¡C−ul −no −b−L −p−ÃVðl Bl e−iðl −b−L S¡e¤u¡¢l - hR−l c¤'h¡l h¢loZ-
j¤Ml q−u b¡−L HC nqlz  

E−õM−k¡NÉ −q¡−Vm : −q¡−Vm −m¡V¡p LjgVÑ (0413-2223999), l¡j C¾V¡leÉ¡ne¡m (0413-2337230), cÉ ¢lQjä 
(0413-2346363), −q¡−Vm Ll−h¢m (0413-2225301) 
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BAM Durga Puja Committee would like to thank all who helped us with donation as well 

as fundraising for the Sannikat magazine. We specially thank the support of the local 

business for their continued patronage: 

 

Donors Fund Raising for Sannikat 
 

Aniruddha & Sumita Roy 

Ashis & Reema Bhattacharya 

Chandradeep & Trishita Banerjee 

Mukul & Aparna Ganguli 

Pranab & Kajal Chatterjee 

Sandeep Basu 

Shubhagat Gangopadhyay 

Smarajit & Sumita Mitra 

Soumitro & Ranja Tarafder 

 

Ashoke Mondal 

Prosenjit Das 

Rahul Roy 

Rukmi Chatterjee 

Saumyadip Bagchi 

Subhadip Kumar 
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Memorable Vacation in Europe 

Shikha Howlader 

Last year we went for a vacation in Europe. In our early life we spent eight years in England 

and two years in Italy besides being in France several times. We have a lot of good 

recollections of our life in Europe and we try to visit Europe as often as we can. 

We flew from Minneapolis to Atlanta to Leonardo- Fiumicino International airport in Rome. We 

arrived early in the morning. Rome airport is about 30 miles from the center of Rome. We took 

a special train to Stazione Termini (Termini Station). Rome, Italy’s Capital, is a sprawling, 

cosmopolitan city with nearly 3,000 years of globally influential art, architecture and culture on 

display. Ancient ruins such as the Roman Forum and the Colosseum evoke the power of the 

former Roman Empire. Vatican City, headquarters of the Roman Catholic Church, boasts St. 

Peter’s Basilica and the Vatican Museums, which house masterpieces such as Michelangelo’s 

Sistine Chapel frescoes. 

Our Hotel was within walking distance from the Termini station. We checked in the Hotel and 

left for visiting interesting places near-by. Rome has very good public transportation of buses 

and trains. We bought metro passes which allowed us to travel (unlimited) both by trains and 

buses. We took the train to St. Peters Square. There were thousands of visitors in the Square 

and there were long lines to go inside the St. Peter’s Basilica. After spending a few hours at 

the Vatican City, we returned back to the hotel and took some rest. In the afternoon we went to 

Piazza Navona, Spanish Steps and Pantheon. Spanish Steps is a beautiful romantic place and 

you see lots of newly wed couples are taking pictures. It was already evening and Rome was 

dazzling in bright lights. We returned to the hotel and call it a day. 

Next day we went to Colosseum and Roman Forum and spent almost the whole day watching 

the famous ruins of the Roman History. There is a reason that these two land marks are most 

favorites to the visitors. It would be difficult to feel the grandeur of these places if you are not 

there. In the afternoon we visited Trevi Fountain and Castle Sant Angelo overlooking St. 

Peter’s Square. In the evening we climbed to the top of the St. Peter’s Square (about 1000 ft, 

no elevators) and had a beautiful view of Rome and the Vatican City. 

 The following day we travelled from Rome to Florence by High Speed Train. We arrived at 

Santa Maria Novella train station which is the primary train station in Florence. Florence, 

capital of Italy’s Tuscany region and birthplace of the Renaissance, is home to masterpieces of 

art and architecture. One of its most iconic sites is the Florence Cathedral, with its terra-cotta-

tiled dome engineered by Brunelleschi and bell tower designed by Giotto. The Galleria 

dell'Accademia displays Michelangelo’s “David,” while the Uffizi Gallery exhibits preeminent 

works such as Botticelli’s “The Birth of Venus” and da Vinci’s “Annunciation.” 

We bought tickets for Galleria and Accademia two months before our travel to Italy. On the 

following morning we visited the Galleria degli Uffizi, is one of the top attractions in all of Italy, 

as it is the world’s premier museum for Renaissance art. Works from all of the famous artists of 

the Renaissance are on display at the Uffizi including paintings and sculptures from 
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Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Botticelli, Raphael, and Titian. Also on exhibit at the museum 

are altarpieces, illuminated manuscripts, and tapestries. We spent about three hours in this 

museum. 

In the afternoon we visited the Accademia’ which is most famous for its art works by 

Michelangelo, in particular the large “David” sculpture, which was given a full restoration from 

2002 to 2004. In addition to this statue, there are also unfinished sculptures of the “Four 

Prisoners” which Michelangelo designed for the tomb of Pope Julius II. Throughout the rest of 

the gallery are displays of art from the 13th-16th centuries, a collection of musical instruments, 

and pieces by other Renaissance artists, including Andrea del Sarto and Giambologna. 

In the afternoon we were window shopping to all the jewelry stores in Ponte Vecchio, not far 

from Galleria Uffizi. You can find the best Italian jewelry designs in these shops. On the 

morning of the following day we visited Bargello Museum. Established in 1865, the Bargello 

was one of the first museums in Italy and is a premier sculpture gallery. The dozens of statues 

and busts on display at the Bargello were sculpted by some of the most famous Renaissance 

artists including Michelangelo, Donatello, Verrochio, and Giambologna. Before it was a 

museum, the 13th century building that now houses these priceless artworks was city hall and 

a prison before the ruling Medici family turned it into police headquarters (“Bargello”). After two 

days in Florence, we travelled to Milan on a Bullet train. From Milan, we took an overnight train 

to Paris via Switzerland and through the Alps. We had a first class room with two beds, had a 

good night sleep and arrived in Paris about 10:00 AM. 

 

 

Paris, France's Capital is a major European 

city and a global center for art, fashion, 

gastronomy and culture. Its picturesque 19th-

century cityscape is crisscrossed by wide 

boulevards and the River Seine. Beyond such 

landmarks as the Eiffel Tower and the 12th-

century, Gothic Notre-Dame cathedral, the city 

is known for its cafe culture, and designer 

boutiques along the Rue du Faubourg Saint-

Honoré. Our hotel was next to the Eiffel Tower 

which was close to the center of Paris. On the 

First day in Paris we took a scenic boat ride in 

the River Seine. In the afternoon, we walked 

by the Paris Landmark Notre-Dame. We went 

inside Notre-Dame and took some pictures. It 

was a cold and rainy day, a sharp contrast 

from Rome and Florence. We took the boat  

back to our hotel and spend the rest of the afternoon visiting Garden in front of the Louvre and 

walking by Presidential Palace and Champs-Élysées - the Avenue is one of the most famous 

streets in the world for upscale shopping. By the time we arrived at Arc de Triomphe, it was 
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raining hard and we took the Paris Metro back to our hotel. In the evening Paris looks really 

fantastic. Eiffel Tower was lighted and looked as though we were in the fairyland. 

Next day, the weather was better and we went to visit Louvre. The Louvre or the Louvre 

Museum  (French: Musée du Louvre, pronounced: [myze dy luvʁ]) is one of the world's largest 

museums and a historic monument in Paris. A central landmark of the city, it is located on 

the Right Bank of the River Seine in the 1st arrondissement (ward). Nearly 35,000 objects from 

prehistory to the 21st century are exhibited over an area of 60,600 square meters (652,300 

square feet). The Louvre is the world's most visited museum, receiving more than 9.7 million 

visitors in 2012. There are so many things to see in Louvre that we got tired by 4:00 PM and 

returned to the hotel for rest. In the evening we walked to the Eiffel Tower and stood in line for 

tickets to go up to the top of the tower. It was a long line but was worth it when we were at the 

top of the tower at about 8:00 PM. Paris was dazzling in lights as it is rightly named the city of 

lights. It is usually windy and cold at the top of the tower. We spent about an hour at the top 

and took the elevators back to the ground. Our Hotel was next to the Eiffel Tower and we could 

see the nightly decorations of the Eiffel Tower from our Hotel room. It was really beautiful. On 

the next day we spent the morning touring around the Eiffel Tower and by the River Seine. In 

the afternoon we travelled by High Speed Euro Rail to London. All the passport control was 

done in Paris. It took about two hours to travel from Paris to London. We were under the 

English Channel for about twenty minutes. 

London, England’s capital, set on the River Thames, is a 21st-century city with history 

stretching back to Roman times. At its centre stand the imposing Houses of Parliament, the 

iconic ‘Big Ben’ clock tower and Westminster Abbey, site of British monarch coronations. 

Across the Thames, the London Eye observation wheel provides panoramic views of the South 

Bank cultural complex, and the entire city. 

We lived in London for five years before we moved to USA. We have special bondage with 

London. We spent the following two days visiting different land marks in London. We visited 

2012 Olympic Village at Stratford in East London. We visited Queen Mary University in Mile 

end where my husband worked for two years. We visited West Minister Abbey, Big Ben, 

Houses of parliament, Buckingham Palace; saw the changing of the guards at Buckingham 

Palace. We visited one day Victoria and Albert Museum and the Natural History Museum. We 

moved around in London using public transport. We travelled from London to Manchester by 

British Rail and spent two days in Manchester. My husband studied in Manchester University 

for his Ph.D. in Chemistry and we spent three years in Manchester (1974-1977). We have a lot 

memories about Manchester, our first residence outside Bangladesh and also immediately 

after our wedding in 1974. When we were in Manchester in seventies, it was a depressed city 

with ruins of earlier Industrial Revolution. Things have changed quite a bit now. It is a vibrant 

and lively metropolis with a lot of high tech Industries growing in and around Manchester. We 

travelled around Manchester and spent time with a Professor at Manchester University, who is 

a friend of my Husband. We travelled back to London by train and spent the next couple of 

days in London before flying back to Minneapolis. Altogether, we had fabulous time in Europe. 
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The saga of a leaf 

Sanghamitra Chaudhuri 
 

I lay there crumpled and crushed 

Ouch!! It hurt me hard 

When your feet again trampled me mercilessly 

As if I am a carcass 

As if I am non-existent 

And I am grief-stricken as I could be 

Albeit your blow made me nostalgic 

And my mind wandered to my hay days 

When I was your garden’s pride 

With my head held high 

In that gigantic maple tree 

Which you showcased with such pedigree 

With all zing 

I sprung in spring 

I was green and flashy 

I was brimming with joy and ecstasy 

With much delight 

I was flamboyant in hot summer’s light 

I withstood the tyranny of Mother Nature 

With all fervor 

And smile in my face 

I was renewed in those torrential rains 

I was still your pride 

As I stood their mighty and high. 

The onset of fall 

Did wonders to me 

And I was as graceful as I could be 

They say you are at your peak 

Before you start getting pale and weak 

I couldn’t be prouder 

When I started changing those beautiful colors 

Green, yellow, orange and red 

 
Too sad – hardly did I realize 

I am nearing a slow death 

The arrival of winter 

Left a splinter 

In my heart and soul 

Withered, lonely, and cold 

Alas! I was getting tired and old 

A gust of wind, strong and stout 

It hit me hard, I protest and I shout 

I was too meek to fight 

I gave up and lay there in the ground 
fragile 

Abandoned, heart-broken, 

When you came and crushed me again 

Left me there all by myself 

Wailing in agony and pain. 
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Irtish Saha, 6 Years 

 

Oindri Bagchi, 6 Years 
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 ‘The Bridge’ By Saibal Ghosh
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‘The Street Singer’ By Saubhanik Chakrabarti, Alipurduar, WB, India 
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Anuprabha Dandapat, 9 years  

 

Barbie Paul, 5 Years 
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Ashwika Das, 6 Years 

 

 
 

Ayona Banerjee, 3.5 Years 

 

 
 

Annika Das, 6 Years 
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Amanitya Kannan Ghosh, 6 Years  

 

Hridaya Gaelle Ghosh, 9 Years  
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 Dazzle and the big snowstorms 

Shoumili Tarafder, 7 Years 

Once upon a time there was a small Arctic fox. Her name was Dazzle. She lived in a small 
cave by the oceans of the Arctic Tundra. She had two sisters and three brothers. 

One day Dazzle decided to go to her friend, Shelly, the seal and Penny, the penguin’s house. 
Dazzle put her favorite charm in her fur and ran off. First she went to Penny’s house. She 
scratched her paw on the igloo door. Penny waddles to the door. 

“Hi, Dazzle!! What’s up?” squawked Penny waving his wings around. 

“Do you want to go to Shelly’s house?” said Dazzle. 

“Sure!!” said Penny. 

So they went all the way to Shelly’s house. Shelly was willing to play at that time so the three 
friends all happily danced back to Dazzle’s house.  

Soon they heard a rumble….. 

“What was that?” asked Penny 

Suddenly two big snowflakes landed on Dazzle’s fur. 

“It’s SNOWING”!!! Yelled Shelly jumping but then the wind started to blow. The snowflakes 
flew to the left and then to the right. Suddenly the snow started to pour on them. 

“We got to get out of here” - screamed Penny, running towards her igloo. Seeing her Shelly 
started to run back home too.  

Soon, Dazzle was left alone. She tried to jump out of the snow but her feet did not budge.  

“HELP!!!!!” cried Dazzle. 

Soon she saw something in the wind. It was bright. 

“I wonder what it is!!!” Dazzle thought.  

As it came closer, Dazzle saw that it was her sister, Glimmer. 

“Well, she is always sparkly…” thought Dazzle, “but today she is brighter than usual”. Her 
brightness literally filled the whole space. 

Slowly the wind started to fade away and the snow stopped falling. Dazzle ran over to Glimmer 
and gave her a big hug. Penny and Shelly came over to play again after the snow. They all 
wanted to build a giant big snowman. So they laughed and played and lived happily ever after. 

About me: 
My favorite book: My Weird School 
My favorite Movie: Inside Out 
My favorite Hindi movie: Happy New Year 
My favorite People: Mom, Dad and Sister 
My favorite food: Pizza and Ice Cream 
My favorite animal: Peacock 
My favorite thing to do: Play outside, read books and watch T.V 
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Minnie Mouse Saved Mickey Mouse from getting dead 

Annika Das, 6 Years 

Once in a little cottage there lived tow mice named Minnie and Mickey. They were super-duper 
nice. 

One day, Mickey was not feeling good. Minnie found a flag. Minnie said – “Aha! – this flag will 
make Mickey feel better – I think”.   

So Minnie gave the flag to Mickey. Mickey said “thank you” but Mickey was still dying. Minnie 
checked and took him to the hospital.  

The doctors said he might die. So Minnie was super super sad. She started to cry and she 
started calling, “God, God, God, God – please get Mickey better”.   

And God threw two jewel medicines and said –“eat these medicines Mickey”.  And Mickey ate 
those Jewel medicines.  

He felt much better. Minnie hugged God and said “God – you are so good, please come back 
when Mickey feels bad again”. And they lived happily ever after. 
 

 

PUZZLES 

Roshnee Tarafder, 14 Years 
 

Sometimes, the pieces fit together, 

Other times, they get thrown aside to the unwanted 

Hour by hour, trying to find the right solution, 

As if there was no such thing as time, 

Patience gets overpowered by impatience, 

Each second, as frustrating as the last, 

My mind persuading that I must get through it, because if I don’t, I’ll feel like a quitter 

Determination flows through the body and veins, 

It is almost done, but there is one more piece left, 

For a puzzle is never finished until every last piece is filled in the picture, 

Or the picture remains incomplete 
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A Fresh Sandwich 

Reshabh Chakrabarty, 8 Years 

Do you like delicious sandwiches? What do you think when you think about fast food 

restaurants? Is it having a lot of food? You don’t have to wait a long time? Different kinds of 

loaves of bread? Good side foods? If you do, you will like Subway. Subway is a place where 

you can go when you notice something. There are a lot of choices of food. All the good foods 

you like are there. When you put your foods on your bread to make your sandwich you take a 

bite and a feeling of freshness come through you. When you walk in you will see something 

that is in front of you. You are so happy that you will just freeze. You will not see that in other 

fast food restaurants. This is that thing. There are only 4 or 5 people in the line. Soon, you will 

get your sandwich, go home, eat all you can and be very HAPPY!!! Related to different kinds of 

food, Subway also has that food that makes a sandwich a sandwich. Did you guess what it is? 

Bread of course! You came into the fast food restaurant and you are confused because there 

are so many choices to pick from! And of course you will also find side foods such as chips 

and drinks that you can pick from the refrigerator. 

Now I have told you all my reasons about Subway. Remember that Subway is fresh. Go to 
Subway, feel the freshness and be HAPPY!!! 
 

 

Wisconsin Dells, 2015 

Neelesh Biswas, 9 Years 

This year’s summer vacation was the most enjoyable vacation I have ever had. I enjoyed every 
summer, but this one was little different from others. Let me tell you why. Last two years I have 
written that I spent my summer vacation with my Dadu-Dida, Mama-Mimi, and Bordada-
Mejdada and had countless fun. I went to California, Washington D.C, and Niagara Falls etc. 
This year, I spent time with my best childhood friend, Aditya. It was our plan to go to Wisconsin 
Dells together and we accomplished it in summer, 2015. 

Before the trip my family and my friend’s family asked us to plan for the “to-do” list. So myself, 
Aditya, and his sister, Riya started planning. We started planning in late June. After few days 
of planning, we came up with the followings: 

We would bring snacks 
We would bring GPS system 
We would bring luggage 
We would bring swim suits & goggles 
We would bring sunscreen lotion 

Finally the exciting day had come, July 11, 2015. We started very early morning. It took four 
and a half hours of driving. When we reached Wisconsin Dells, it was almost 1PM. We had our 
lunch quickly, because we did not want to waste any single moment. We booked the resort 
named, “Kalahari”. This resort has the largest indoor water park. 
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Both families checked in the hotel and went 
to change into our swimming suits, and then 
straight went to Water Park. The water was 
in perfect temperature. We all loved it. 
There were more than 50 rides. Aditya and I 
went on all the water rides, sometimes Riya 
joined, sometimes she did not. Some of the 
rides were a bit scary. Some of the rides 
Aditya went but I could not because I was 
not qualified for height, some of the rides 
Aditya did not go because he did not feel 
comfortable. Among all the water rides, 
some were in and some were out. We  

played in and out for more than 6 hours. After that, we felt tired and got ready for dinner. We 
had a good dinner at Pizza Ranch. Various types of pizzas were there. We all had a very 
enjoyable dinner and rushed to watch the Tommy Barlet show. It was a cool show. People in 
speed boats did flips off a ramp. They showed flying boats, wonderful surfings. In one of the 
shows, three people in space suits were doing two 360 degree rotations. Then two people 
came out and did lots of unicycle and juggling tricks. One man showed his talents by juggling 
in different ways. Baba let us buy a CD on that. When the show was done, we all were going to 
hotel for a good night sleep. It was a very thrilling and exciting long day. 

 

 

On the second day, we woke up early, 
had breakfast. All ready to rock-&roll.  
First we went to the zoo. We saw (and 
fed) spider monkey, giraffes, parrots. We 
also saw the Royal Bengal Tiger. After 
zoo, we went to do some Go-Cart rides.  

 

The next attraction was ‘The Army Duck 
Ride’.  We rode on an amphibious 
vehicle. That meant the vehicle goes on 
land as well as on water. Aditya and I sat 
in the same seat. When the duck was in 
water Aditya dipped his hand in the water 
and tried to throw water on me but he 
missed. He ended up getting his dad wet. 
We all were enjoying and  

laughing. 

The time was almost running out. We needed to get back home. We had lunch and headed 
towards home. I took a nap while Baba was driving. 

We (Me & Aditya) were extremely happy to have this trip together. Both the families enjoyed 
the most. This Wisconsin Dells trip will stay vivid in my memory. 
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The Traveler 

Devna Panda 

Inspired By: Robert Frost “The Road Not Taken” 

A lone traveler once rambled down a cobblestone street, 

Thinking about the choices he had to make, 

Knowing that only one decision could be made: 

Making the other isolated forever, 

And leaving him filled with wonder. 

A silver ladder glowed on a dark December night  

It beckoned him forward and begged him to climb. 

The man thought to himself for what seemed like a while 

It leads to a blue sky that could one day become mine. 

The ground had comfort and familiarity about it, 

While the sky was full of magic and allure. 

Deciding to return another day he took ahold of a cloud, 

Yet knowing how way leads onto way 

He doubted if he should ever come back. 

If only, he had stayed in the comfort of the grass  

And even then he would have felt regret. 

For, even though the ladder let him touch the stars 

And rejoice in their beauty of the moon. 

He will always wonder what might have been. 

 

I Spy 

Neal Mukherjee 

I spy with my baby eyes a world filled with love, with promise, with hope 

I spy with my toddler eyes a world filled with adventure, with friends, with laughter 

I spy with my single digit eyes a beautiful couple, strong and bonded. I spy a world filled with 

things to learn, things to do, things to be 

I spy with my preteen eyes a world filled with promises to fulfill, things to prepare for, people to 

meet, chores to complete 

I spy with my teenager eyes a world filled with preparations for the future, tasks to complete, 

important things to do, 
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I spy with my new adult eyes a world filled with college, a clear future bumps ahead, 

responsibilities to undertake 

I spy with my graduate eyes a world with my fiancé/e, a familial future, a financial future, a 

great future constantly rising 

I spy with my parental eyes a world filled with pain, loss and less, bright futures for my own, a 

beloved spouse, world issues, global tensions and office politics 

I spy with my retired eyes a world filled with success, with old friends, with secure futures with 

satisfaction 

I spy with my failing eyes a world filled with suffering, victory and defeat, success and failure, 

satisfaction and disappointment, security and bravery, courage and sacrifice, happiness and 

sadness, and a life well lived 
 

 

 

 

Anvesha Mallik, 9 Years 
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Smiraa Misra, 9 Years 
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Shreyan Bagchi, 8 Years 

 

Krishita Chandrika Roy, 8 Years 
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My Trip to India 

Shivali Choudhury, 12 Years 

This summer vacation, I went to India. Although we visit India every two years, this was my 
most memorable vacation. It was the Mukhe Bhaat of my new cousin (Mama's daughter) and 
my sister and I were very excited to meet her for the first time. 

 

The journey was uneventful and we 
reached Mumbai after 22 hours of travel. I 
was fascinated by the beautiful Mumbai 
airport (it is ranked amongst the top 10 in 
the world). Mumbai's heat and humidity 
was unbearable, but it we got used to it in 
about a week's time. 

Our first breakfast was piping hot 
samosas and jalebis, something I miss a 
lot in the U.S.A. 

The first thing to catch my eye was the local vegetable market, where vendors sit by the 
roadside peddling their wares. This was totally unlike the huge grocery stores of U.S. But 
everything was so freshly harvested and tasted delicious on cooking. 

What further intrigued me was that veggies in India are much smaller than what we buy in the 
U.S. My dida would haggle over the prices, never paying what the vendor demanded. Didas 
and mothers in India are fantastic negotiators.  

The Machher Bazaar was our next point of interest. 
Fish caught that morning or the previous day was 
displayed for us to choose. I found it very funny when 
dida checked for fish freshness by lifting the flap on 
the fish's head. Big Rui, Ilish, and Golda Chingri found 
their way into dida's basket ( all cleaned and cut by 
the fish vendor).  

A week later we were hit by the famous Mumbai 
monsoon. The torrential downpour washed the dusty 
city and suddenly everything looked so vibrant. But 
we also received 17 days of rain in a span of 24 hours 
that brought the city to a standstill. 

Indian food fascinates me; it is my favorite cuisine. 
Some of my favorite dishes are palak paneer, butter 
chicken, various biryanis, different types of parathas, 
daal makhani, and various sweets. The food alone in 
India is enough to make me want to go back again 
and again. I am eagerly looking forward to my dadu 
and dida’s visit next year and our visit to India again in 
2017.  
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Chanar Poorbhora 

Annyasha Mukherjee 

Ingredients -  Chicken keema (ground chicken), onion finely chopped, ginger slice, garlic 
slice, ginger and garlic paste, mustard oil, cinnamon, cardamom, cloves, cubed potato, red 
chili powder, bay leaves, green chili, turmeric, salt, sliced tomato, chana or paneer, egg, corn 
flour, ghee, regular cornflakes, canola oil. 

Procedure for making keema stuffing - keema should be marinated with fried onion (also 
called beresta), salt, mustard oil, turmeric powder, red chili powder and ginger garlic paste for 
4 hrs. Then in a frying pan pour mustard oil, add bay leaves, cloves, cardamom, cinnamon, 
dried red chili, cubed potato and fry it well; then keep it aside. Pour some more oil in the pan 
and add ginger, chopped garlic, sliced onion and fry until it becomes brown, then add tomato 
pieces and then keema (already marinated) in the frying pan, cook well and cover up with lid. 
After 10 minutes open the lid and add ghee. Let it cool. 

Procedure for Paneer or Chana - Make dough with Chana or Paneer smash with palm; drain 
water from Chana or paneer and make a dough with addition of ghee. 

Procedure for making the batter - corn flour, salt, egg, water, black pepper and lime juice 
(optional) would be mixed together for making the batter. 

Make a bowl of chana or paneer, stuff with cooked keema, dipped in batter, and roll in 
cornflakes crumbs and then deep fry in pan in ghee mixed in Canola oil. 

It could be served with hot and sweet tomato ketchup. 

 

Lau/Kumro Saag Ghomta 

Annyasha Mukherjee 

Ingredients -  Lau saag or Kumro saag, black mustard paste, posto (poppy seed) paste, 

kalojeera (kalonji), coconut paste, shrimp, turmeric powder, a bit sugar, red chili powder, green 

chilly, rice flour, water, corn flour, egg (optional), canola oil. 

Procedure for Shrimp - Shrimps will be garnished with salt and turmeric powder and then 

would be fried. When it is fried, keep them aside and add mustard, posto, coconut, kalonji, red 

dry chili powder, sliced green chili, a bit of sugar and salt. 

For batter - mix corn flour, rice flour, salt, kalonji, turmeric powder, red chili powder and a bit 

sugar. 

For “ghomta” in lau saag like paturi mix the shrimp mixture and fold it from all side dip in batter 

and deep fry in white oil or mustard oil. 
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Sallan Kofta Curry 

Annyasha Mukherjee 

Ingredients - Chicken keema (ground), egg boiled, corn flower, onion slice, ginger, garlic 

paste, whole garam masala, bay leaves, mustard oil, ghee, turmeric powder, salt, red chili 

powder, green chili, boiled potato, tomato slices. 

Procedure - Marinate keema with garlic paste, ginger paste, salt, turmeric powder, red dry 

chili powder and mustard oil. 

In Mustard oil add bay leaves, garam masala, red dry chilly, ginger, garlic keema, and then 

onion slice; fry well until it becomes brown; then add tomato and then keema and cook further. 

Remove from flame let it cool, then for binding add boiled potato, conflour. Cut with knife half 

the boil egg and coat the half boil egg with keema cover like egg devil. Then deep fry in ghee 

mixed with canola oil. 

For curry add mustard oil, add ginger garlic paste, totato paste, salt, red chili powder, turmeric 

powder,and garam masala, add water a bit for heavy gravy after being cook add salan devil. 

Serve hot with fried rice or biriyani. 

 

Bata Begun Sukto 

Annyasha Mukherjee 

Ingredients -  Bata fish, eggplant cubes, whole mustard seeds, methi (fenugreek), radhuni 

seed, ginger paste, cumin powder, red chili powder, mustard oil, salt, turmeric powder, green 

chilies, milk, corn flour or maida. 

For fish- mix fish with salt and turmeric powder and fry them well; once fried keep those aside. 

Procedure for Sukto - In a pan pour Mustard oil, and let it be heated. Then add mustard 

seeds, radhuni seeds, methi seeds, dried red chili and eggplant cubes. Stir it well and cover it 

with lid. After few minutes add salt, cumin powder, turmeric powder, green chili, red chili 

powder and then cook it further. Cover it with lid. After being fried or cooked add water and boil 

well, then add fish before removing from flame and add ginger paste.  Now, take a bowl and 

then mix milk with corn flour or maida add it in the gravy for better hold. Serve hot with rice. 
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Tok-Misti Kaju Chicken 

Priyanka Roy 

In the whole of India, we Bengalis have 
probably the greatest number of recipes for 
fish and chicken. And, yes, kosha mangsho 
tops the list! But when you grow up with 
parents who both love to cook and you are the 
only child, chances are good you will have 
been pampered and you won't be able to 
name more than three things in the kitchen! 

In my case, this is exactly what happened. 

In 2009, when I first left home for college and 
moved to an apartment in Shantiniketan, I 
didn't even know how to light up a gas oven, 
(you had to burn a matchstick to light those 
portable devils and pray for your eyebrows not 
to burn!). Kintu peter daay boro daay! But with 
the help of Google and regular phone calls 
from my dear mother, I mastered the basics of 
Bengali cuisine, even if at the sacrifice of 
burning my hands once per week! 

Since those days, I have developed 
something of a culinary reputation among my 
friends who occasionally drop by 
unannounced to demand food. (Needless to 
say, I take this as praise.) But when three 
times each week you have to make meals for 
three, things start to get boring, and I 
absolutely hate repeating myself! So what, 
then, to do? 

I began to alter basic recipes, experiment with 
ingredients, and even invent my own recipes 
altogether. As you can imagine, some of them 
worked wonders, while others needed to be 
flushed down the toilet [sad face here]. 
However, this recipe (below), which was born 
as an experiment in Kolkata to make my eight-
year-old cousin happy, has been an all-time 
hit — not only with my friends in Kolkata — 
but with my Minnesota friends as well. 

 

I hope you will enjoy it as much as they do! 

Ingredients –  

Chicken, 300 grams, unsalted roasted 
cashew nuts - 50 grams, fresh orange juice - 
half cup, half & half milk - half cup, butter - as 
needed, onion - 1 big size, tomato – 1, ginger 
and garlic paste - 1 spoonful, cumin powder, 
coriander powder, salt, red chili powder, 
turmeric powder 

Method - 

• Ground the cashew nuts to a smooth texture 
in a food processor. Set aside. 

• Cut chicken into small cubes. 

• Heat butter on a frying pan and fry the 
chicken until golden brown. Set aside. 

• Make a paste of the onions and tomato 
separately. 

• In a pan of medium size, heat more butter 
and fry the onion paste until it gets light 
brown. 

• Add the ginger garlic and tomato paste and 
sauté until the smell goes away. 

• Add the rest of the spices and fry for a few 
minutes. 

• Add the chicken, cashew paste, orange 
juice, and half and half to the pan. Give it a 
good stir. 

• Cover and simmer until the chicken is 
cooked. Serve warm with bread or rice.  

 

Tip: You can increase or reduce the amount 
of the half and half and the orange juice, 
depending on whether you prefer the dish 
sweet or tangy. A good proportion will lead to 
a delicious balance of both. [Feel free to lick 
the spatula when no one is looking.] 
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������ �7�3 ?� �� ���5 �%�	 ���5 ��& ���। ��� #����6 �5��� �����& ���, ������ ���#2 2� ����, ���5 ���5 

��� ?��� fm ����, ���E� ������ 	���� �h�� 5� � ���� ����� �� �98� ����� ����� �� ����� ���। 

����� ����� ���� ���V ����� ��, ��%�� 	 ���� ?� � ��� ���& ���	 �	�� %�	�� �� ����, �?���� ���?� 	���� 
��� �� �� ��& ���4 Ê�L %� ���� %�	� �� ���	5��	 ��� ��� ��� ������ ���� 2� �&��, ]7 	�d� 

�%�	2 ����� ����, �	��  ��� ��� �����& ��c�?���, ���� �	 ���। ���� ���  �������� �	���� 	��< ���। 

��W ��W ���� ���& ��c �5 ���� ����� 0��� �����&���, ��	�� ��W�� ���	��� �� ���� ���� �. ���< 	�� 

���&��, hygenic �&। �� ��� ��E�& 5���5� �� ������� ��� ���, �	 	"�Í���� �� ����, b��� ���E� ����	� 

�����। 

��� �� ��������� ����� 	��< %��	 ���+, �� �� �� 7���� 7���� ��& �Î� ���� �����& ���, ?� ���E 

���� 7��� ���� ��2 ���� ?�c�� 	�� �	��, ��� �8��� �����& ���, �!N ��& ��� ������5 	�.��� ����� 

���। 

������ �� �� ��� 	%� ��� ��� �� �!N ���	��� ���� ��2&�& �����& ���, !8�	���� ��	��	 �� �h�� 

��� ����	 �� Ï�� �� ���� ����� ��� ����� ���E� ?�	�� ���। �+���& ��� ���� ��8� �8�� �	 h��� 

��, 	�&	 � ����, �� �	 ����� ����N, A��C ���� �� ��c�? %�	�। �6 !�5 ��� %�	� 	�&	 0� 	�! h� �, 

"�È� ����� ���" ��� ��� �� black and white ��%� ��c?��� �� ����� �?��� ����� ��6����! �� ���� �� 
�Ð� )�¸�, 	����� ��� ��� �	� ��� �7" �&। 

���� ���� ��	�� �&��� ����� ��E��� ������� ��� ��� Ð� ����� ��� ��, ������ ���� ���!� 7�� 

���	 �� 7� �� ���� �����, �� ��' 	�&	 ���, ����2 ��� ��� ��7"���� ����&, ��5� ���� ���� �	? 

������ �� ��3� �� �h�� ��� ��$� ���� �	. �	 d�E�& ���� ��, ����2 ��� �� ��� �7" ��, ���� 

�� �& �	5�  ����� ���	। �����E� �% ��c�	 ��	 ����&�� �%�	 ���� ����&��� ���	, ��3 ����	 �������, 

A��C �� �8  ��b�� 5���� ���� ��F�G!। 
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��8@���%� ���� ��6��� ��.� 2 ���	�38��� A7��  

	, B� ��!0C�  

�� ?�����	 �E���� ��� ���	 ����" _� ��2&� ��6 �� ���) ���	 ��� ��8� 	��� �,��� ��� ���", �,��� ��% 

���� ��8�� ������� �� µ²� �,��� ��% 	�� ��&, ��8@���%� ��� 2 ��� �	��� �,��। 

��8@ �38��� ?��
 ����� ��K" A%�
 �� ����38��� ���, ������ ����� �6�!� �%�	 ����� 	%� 2 7���� 

�6! A�K��" ���&��। 

��c� ��� �,��� �Y�8& ���� �	
 ����� �6�� ��" �	
 ����� �6��¾�� ������"�� 	����� ����।  

��8@���%� �, �8& ���� ��.�, 7�
&��8, �	���� 	8� � A7, �� ���� ��� �?��� �7�� ��2&� ��&। 

?�� %  ��� �� ��c�	 7���8& �6�8��� ��"�� ���µ²�� ����?�� ��& ������ ����� �%�	 �L��� �����	� 

A�K��" ���&��� ����। ��8@���%� 	%�& "A��<� �6�� ���� �� %�	�� �E �!� 2 
	�� ������।" ��� �����8 
��� �� � 	�� ��.�, ����, 	8� �, ���A���8 A7, �� ��� ����?� ��" �38��� ���� ��� ��cK��� ����। 

"2 ���� ���!� ��
" (��.�), "�� �� �?���� ���" (��.� 2 	8� �), "�� ����� ���� ���" (+� ��� 2 ����), 

"��6��� ��
" (	8� �), "���� ���� ��� ���3" (����), "���� ������ ��6��" (��.�), "��� ���Ñ #�	 ]�� 

�	. �� ���" (���A���8), "���� ������ �� ���&� #��	" (���A���8)। 

')��!8' ����� �� A%� ��8@���%� ����� ��K" ���	�6�8��� ��� ��2&� ��& ��6 ��c� ��� )	8ÒÇ 2 ��1��	Ç 

��7 	��। ��8@���%� ���� ���,��� ��?�� ���� �%�	� ��F �&। 

��6��� ���) �,�� ������ ����� �%�	 ���� A�K��" ��!8, ��� 	8� ��	 ��8@��% ��� 2 ��-� �E��� �7�3 

��� 2 	�����	 A�<�L 	�����। ���	 ����� ���� ��� �Ç ������ ���-�� 2 ���-�8� 	8� ��� O!�8 �� 

�?�� 	��। 

"���+ ���+ �� ���� ���" 2 "2�� �8��-�`7" (���-�� 	8� �), "��8 ��� ��� ����", "�� ��� ���� 

)��?���<8", "��� ��� �����", "��� � ������ d�D", "������� ����&� �?2��",  "���� �� ��� ��<8�" ��"��� 

���0�� ���-�8� 	8� �। 

��8@��% ���	�6�8��� ����� ��"�� 2 �����8 �6�8��� ����� �E��� 2 �8��� A�K��" �	 ��� 	�� ����7��� 

����� 	%� 2 7���� ����*� 	�����। ���� ��� ����� ��3 ���	-�6�8��� ��� ���!�& �?�� 	���� �� 

���0�� - "�d� ��* ��"� ����" (�E���, ����� 2 	8� �), "��� ������ ��3 ��c�K�� ���� A�< " (�����, 

�Ó� 2 	8� �), "�F����&� �	�� .E�2" (���a�, �	���� 2 	8� �), "!8��� ��2&�& ������ ��?�" (�5 2 

	8� �)। ��� ���	�6�8��� ����� ��3 ����6�8� ���!�& ����� �78��� 2 Ôb�  ��E���� ����।  

��.� 2 	8� ��� ����� ��3 ����8 ��� ���!�& "� ���� #�	 ��E��", ��.��� ���% ��� ���!�& "�	 ���� 2� 

	, ��� ���", ��.��� ��3 ����6�8� ��!���� "�� �� ����� �%�	" 2 ��.��� ��3 	���6E�, �!���8 2 ����� 

��!���� "����	 #�	 ����", 	���6#�� ��3 ��.� ��!���� "	�4������ ���� ��������", O7��8� ��3 ��.��� 

��¾�< "���& 7� ��� ����", 	���6E� ��3 ��.� ���!�& "��� ����� ��c�� ��E��" ��"��� ���0����। 

���	�6�8��, ���!N 	�� ��.�����, ���� , ��a��, �+�+5, ��7��, 7� ���8, ��!	�� �� ���0��� �"���� 	�� 
��&��। 
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���� ��6��� ��.���� ����, ��a��, �����&� A7, �� ���� O��8। "��� ����� ����" (����), "2�� 2�� 2�� 

���� �� ������" (���� 2 �����&�), "���� A���� ����N" (���� 2 ��a��), "2 ���� �� ���" (����)। 

���  ��6��� ��.���� ´� ����� �& �j�� ����� "2 ��V� � ���� �	 ���" (�+�+5), "������ ����� ��2&�" 

(��7�� 2 ������8), "���� ������ ��6��" (�+�+5), "��� 7& 	���� ��" (��!	��)। 

����6�8��� ����� �R�< �� ���& ���� ]K� ����� O��?�' ���	�6�8��� ��cK��� ��� "�Õ����	 ���& ��%�", 

��
 ���		����� 2 ��! �� ��� ����� ��3 ���
� A%� ���� +� ��� ����� A�K���" ���	�6�8�। ��.��� ´� 

��- 	���6E� ���� "���� g�� ����"। 

��7��� ��� 2 �,��� O��?' ������ ��8@��%, 7���� A	��!� ��" ����� K����cK� ��&� �7�3��� ����।  

���	�6�8� 2 _��6�8� ���!�& ��8@��% ��6�" ��� �,�� 	�����। 	8� � 2 ��.� ��!���� ")�� ����� #�	 

]����", ��a���� ��3 	8� � ���!�& +������� �/� ��'��	 �/� ��'�& ������ ��� ��- "�	�%� ����� ���� ��& 

�� .�E"। 

��8@��% 7�����N � ����� ����� �	 ���K��< µ��। ���� ����	 �����8 �6�8��� ����� �� ��L	 

A�<�8��� �%�	 ��c�?�& 7���	 ����� .�	�< ������ �"���� 	����� - 	%�� ��3 ����� ����  ���� 
�&��� 

����। 

��8@���%� 7�N�& "��� ��� �	�� O�V	����� �7������� �& ��� ���� ���:��� A��� 	��। A	��!� 

���	� 7�N� ��� ��W� �����N� ���� ���� ��� --- ����� �8���� ���' ���2 ��E� ���, ��� ����� �R�� 

�8�� 2 ��E� ���।" 
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��5�	� ����� ��5	 

�D8� ���	 

����� ���� �� ��� ��3 ]F ��& �"��� ������ ���E���E। ����� ����� ���, ��?, ��2&� ��2&�, O� O?  �� 

��� ��3 ��5	 �	5� �Ð!�� attraction। �����6 ��� ���	��� ���	��� ��� �%�	� ]F ��& 

��&। �������5� �� ��� ������ �� ����	�� ������ ��5	5� ��! 7���� �&। ��� ������ ���� ���� ��5	 

	���। A%� ]F 	�� "�`7 ����� F�	%�" ���&| ����� �%�	 	��?���� ��	� �� �	। �	5� ��!�& ��� 

���� ����। ��5	 	��� ���	 ��& �� �& �	� ��� ��� ���� ��& �"��� �� �� 	��� ���� �	�� ���� 
���� ��� �&। �� ����� ]F� ���	 "Twincities Bengali Drama Group"  ���� �	5� facebook 

page ������ ������ ��5�	� �������	 K�� �����। ���� ����� ���	��� K�� ��5	 	��� �	� �	���� 

Í� ����� ������। ���	 ������ ��� �� �7�#2 ���� ��� ������। ��! 7���� X,�� ����Ö� ���। 

�� ����� �!�N� ���	 	�	��� �������। ���& 	�&	5� ��5	 ������। �	5 �K����� ��Ó - ���� ��	���� 

"	�� 	����8"। �� �	5� �	��#�8 �h h��� �5 � � - " ��K ���&�� �"�2"। ��5� �� ����� ��W��� �� 

��"��?8 ?P��:  ��7�& 	���। ���5� ��5	� ��! 7���� ��&��। ���� ��� ��5	 ��	�� �	2 ���� ��। �	� 

��� ��� ������ �� 7�� । �	5� ���²8� 	��� ��5	 �� 2 ���A&। ��� tradition ����� ?����। ���A���� 

��& 	��� �×5 � ���& ���� ��	���� ��5�	� �� ����� ������। ���� �� ���� �	���� ��5	 �� �����&�� 

����5 ��\। �	5� �\ �	�� ���& �E�� ]F 	����। 

��5� ��� ������ �	5� ��5	 �	 .�� ��� recommend 	�����। ��� "��� ¹���"। ��5	
 A%�� ����! ?@ 

��N ��������� 2 ��7�& 	�������। ���� ��	�� 2� ��
�	 ���& ���� ���������, �K���	 	��। 

���	��� K�� �	5� musical ��5	 	��� ��� ��� �������5� ��। ��� '��� ������ ' ���& ����& ����� 

����। 

A%�� ���� ���� ��&��� ��5	 	�� ����� �	 ����� 	�� ���� �� ��5	 	��� �	�� ����। ����	 
���� ���� ���� ����	 ��� ����। ������	 ���5���
 ÃÂ-Ã� �� �	 �����। �	5� ����¬�� �� 
����&� ��& ��5	 ��F 	����। A%�� ���� ��� ��5	 �� �ØÙ ���� ?�� ?�	���। ��5�	 ���	 ��� 
���, ���� �- �����& �����& 	���� ���। ������ ��7���� ��7��'8 �� 	���� ��� ���& ��7�& 
	����। ��� 0�� � �� ��� �	 	��? ���"�	 	�� ��� �� live ���? ��������&�� ���& ������� ��� �� 
keyboard ���& ������� ���? �� 	� AÜ! ��� .�� ���� ������ ��K" ����	� ��� ���� ��6�� 
�ØÙ �E�� ���� ��। ����� #�&��� 0��� �	 7�&� ��	�# 6 	�� ���� �&। �ØÙ 5�� ��6��5�2 ��%� 
	¡�। ����	� ��� .V��� �� � �ØÙ 	�� ���� ��। ��" �ØÙ �����। 

���?�& ���� �"����  ��� ��, �� ��5	5��� ��5"	�� ���� ��	�� 2 ������� �� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� 
��©6 	��� ���� ��� ����� ���� �� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� ��©6 	��� ���� ��। Musical drama �� 

��7���� ��7��'8��� ���5�� ���� ?��। ��� ���	, ���� ���� ���� �� ����� �	 ���+���� ���� �� �5� 
commedy। �� ��� 0��� ��6�� ���- �� ��5 ����� parody। �����6 parody 0��� commedy 	�� 
	���� ����	 ����। ���	 ���� 	��� 	��� �� ���� 	�� ���� ����।  
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A%� 	�&	5� ����� �� ���� ����¬�� ���। ������ �� 5��� ���। ���� �	 ��� ��� ���	 �� 'Please 
be punctual ', �K�� ��5 ��� 	�� �"���। ����� �� 	��� ���5� ���	5� �*� � ���E �Î� ����� 
����� ��। ����2 ���� �� ����2 ����। ��K��<� ���� ������� ������ �5�� ��& ��5 	��। �-�Â, 
�5�� ��� h� � ��.� ��2&� ���±�। �� �	�� ���� ���� ���� ���� �h�� 	��� 7���� ����� ��। 
¡	 ����� �� ]F ���� ��c? ����5 ��� 5� 	 	��  �	5�  email ���E �����, �� ���� !�8� 5� �"�� 
�"�� 	���, �� �� ����� ��। 

Traditionally, ������ ��5�	� ����� �� 	����� ���E��� �&। ���� �	5� �E �"�#7���� �� 7���� 
��2&� ��2&� �&। �� ���� ���� ���� �� ��$���� ��2&� ���� �� �	��� ��	�� ���। ���� 
������ Þ�5� �E ��	�� ��" �7������� �� ����¬�� �� 	��, ������ � �� �E ��&�� ��2&� ��� 
��। ��� ?���5 ����� �� ���� �� ���	���� complain ]F ��& ���, ���� delicious ����� 0��� 
���� ��� 	���। ���E�� 	�� ���	। ���� ���� ����, ����� �� ���E�� ]F ����। 

������ Þ�� ����&��, 	"���&�� �� K���� ���	� ���। 	�����  �ØÙ �� #�&��� ��� ?���5  ����� �� �� ���� 

�	�� ���W। �E �E 	�� ���� ]F 	��। ���� �	. �	. ��� ���� 	��� ���W 	�� ��� ��। ���W 	�� ��� ���� 

%�	 , �Ø�Ù� printout �� L ��3 ���। ��� ��� �ØÙ 5� �	5�  K�� ���� ��?  �	�� ��ß� ����? ����� �� �� �� 

����� �� ��& ����, �	� #�&��� �� ���� ��� �� �����। ���� ���� �� �!���& ����& ����2 ��� �	� 7� �। �&� 

���7��� #�&��� ��� ����, �	a� ��&�� ��� 	�� j� 	�� ��� ��� �। �	��� ���� �	? ���!� ����� 	�� ��� 

��� � ���� j� 	�� �� ���!� ����"� 	��� �� �	 ��4� ����, �	� ������ �� ��I� ���। ��� ���� ��� �� ���� 

.��� ���& ���8 �� ?� ����, 7� ��� �"��� ��5  �� 	%�।  
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Raising a Pint  

Inside the Guinness Storehouse 

Sumita B. Mitra 

Entering the towering seven-storied glass atrium of the Guinness Storehouse museum in Dublin, 

Ireland after going through the serpentine waiting lanes it felt as though I was standing in a gigantic 

inverted beer pint glass. The sun had emerged from behind the clouds and light streamed in through 

the ceiling of the glass-encased atrium creating a magical effect. To me the visit to the Guinness 

museum was definitely a highlight of our recent trip to Ireland.  

For centuries beer has been one of the most widely consumed beverages in the old world. It is said to 

have been a favorite drink in ancient Mesopotamia as early as 9500 BC and in China in 7000 BC. 

Germanic and Celtic tribes brewed beer as early as 3500 BC and drank it instead of water the purity of 

which was often questionable. However it wasn't until the tenth century AD that beer with hops, as we 

know it today was being crafted and brewed by the monks in monasteries in Germanic Europe. My 

interest in the process of brewing beer had arisen during my frequent trips to the Southern Bavarian 

region of Germany while working. A favorite haunt of my colleagues and I was the restaurant at the 

Andechs Monastery near Herrsching am Ammersee and on a few occasions I have toured the brewery 

owned and operated for many centuries by the Benedictine monks of St. Boniface. Being a chemist by 

profession I was naturally fascinated by the chemistry of their procedure but nothing really prepared me 

for the elaborate and complex process that has been developed and perfected by the Guinness 

Brewery and exhibited in their Storehouse Museum. 

After I had accompanied my dear husband to the literary haunts and theater buildings in Dublin, seen 

and photographed many a statue for two and a half days, visited several museums and castles and 

trudged along Trinity College (I must admit I did enjoy much of it) I dragged him in the afternoon of the 

third and last day in Dublin to the Guinness Storehouse museum. Housed in the original quarters of the 

brewery, which was started over 200 years ago, it is an impressive building that is seven stories high 

and covers nearly four acres of floor space.  Arthur Guinness started Guinness Beer in 1759 at St. 

James’ Gate in Dublin, the very same site where the Storehouse for visitors stands today. It has of 

course been renovated and remodeled several times to the present state. A large waterfall with blue 

shimmering light greeted us at the start of the tour creating an ethereal atmosphere. Then began the 

extensive tour describing the brewing steps in much detail.  

The Guinness brand is known worldwide for its distinctively malty-flavored dark beer, called stout, with 

a smooth creamy head. Four main ingredients barley, hops, yeast and water are the primary 

components for this beer. Upon entering the main exhibit area we were greeted by a sea of rich golden 

yellow barley, the main ingredient for the fermentation process that gives the beer its special taste.  

Over two-thirds of the barley grown in Ireland is purchased by Guinness. The grain is malted, flaked 

and then roasted in large cylindrical ovens at 2300C during which the color changes to uniquely deep 

color and imparts the characteristic aroma of this beer.  

The roasted barley is then ground through a gristmill and fed into a masher where it is mixed with 

heated water to provide a porridge-like consistency. The carefully controlled water is soft and alkaline, 

with lots of lime, and is piped in from a special spring called Seven Springs in St. James Well near the 

town of Kildare. On goes the “porridge” into a large kettle in which it is sieved and strained into a large 

mash tun vessel (a common beer-making vessel known as “kiev” in Dublin). Here maturation of the 
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starches of the grain takes place to convert it to sugar. The liquid, now known as  “sweet wort” is a dark 

frothy liquid that bounces through a maze of pipes into huge twenty tonne kettles.  It was wonderful to 

the see ancient art of beer making being combined skillfully with the most modern of chemical process 

engineering. The brewing process is carefully controlled and is modeled on a mimic board a sample of 

which was displayed prominently. Much of the modern process was developed under the tutelage of 

William Sealy Gosset, the chief brewer of the company (1876-1937) who used statistical design control 

and famously applied the “Student’s t test” to perfect the process. I was quite impressed by the process 

engineering principles applied to produce a perfectly reproducible brew each time. 

Two of the four ingredients in Guinness Beer 

  
 

The process board for brewing Guinness Beer 

 
                                        

Next hops, the other basic ingredient of the beer, is added to the kettle. The hops used are actually the 

flower of the hop plant, a type of hemp, and imparts the slightly bitter and tangy taste to the beer. The 

sweet wort is boiled with the hops at 1000C for 70 minutes to extract the flavor and then emptied out of 

the kettle (“stuck off” in brewing language) and passed through a cooler before the fermentation begins. 

The cooled wort then enters a large fermentation tank into which yeast is added. In about 48 hours the 

microorganisms of yeast perform their magical chemistry to convert a portion of the sugars into alcohol 

and carbon dioxide after which the spent yeast is removed by centrifugation.  The resulting liquid, called 

the “stout”, is sent to maturation tanks where it is held for up to ten days to develop the distinctive taste 

of Guinness. When ready it is casked and shipped out all over the world and is ready for sale. A 

wonderful video showed the art that was developed to craft the watertight casks by hand although 

these days the casks are manufactured mechanically to extremely rigid tolerances. 
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The next stop in the museum was a showcase of the marketing and advertising efforts of Guinness to 

get its brand recognized worldwide. There were some hilarious iconic characters including a fish on a 

bicycle peddling a pint of beer (humans - not recommended to try the act), a kangaroo with a beer 

bottle in its pouch and a pint glass perched on the Guinness turtle. On we went next to the really 

important stop – the Guinness Academy where we got lessons in the art of pouring a perfect pint of 

beer in six steps from the taps in the bar. The pint glass of the dark brew topped with a frothy white 

head is quite beautiful to behold. We joined a group session where we were taught the six steps of 

filling the pint starting from preparing the glass, pouring from the tap at 45 degrees angle to allow the 

nitrogen bubbles to first flow down along the sides, tipping it back at just the right moment to let the gas 

bubbles float up to create the frothy head and lastly settling the beer for two full minutes to get the 

perfect crown before we could raise our own poured pint and experience the smooth, creamy, luscious 

coolness of the Guinness beer. I had half expected it to be a thick brew of the usual dark beer found 

elsewhere but was pleasantly surprised by how light and fresh it actually tasted. 

The last stop was the Gravity Bar on the top floor where we could enjoy the spectacular panoramic 

vista of the city of Dublin with the green rolling hills beyond and savor the last evening of our stay in this 

city.  Overall the visit to the Guinness Storehouse was a most impressive and pleasant experience and 

I think I have become a fan of this brew. Interestingly just a week after we returned from Ireland the 

Guinness Storehouse was named as Europe’s leading tourist attraction, beating likes of the 

Buckingham Palace, the Eiffel Tower and the Acropolis – so many other people must be of the same 

opinion as mine! 

 
 

Enjoying the perfectly poured pint 
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The Rio Grande 

A river that has shaped my life in my mature years 

Aparna B. Ganguli 

The Rio Grande River is only five miles from our house in Mission, Texas. When I lived in 

Minnesota, I used to cross the Mississippi river quite often since the river flowed through the 

middle of the Twin Cities, and commuting between the East Bank and West Bank was almost 

part of my daily life.  But that is not possible for the Rio Grande.  Unlike the Mississippi, the Rio 

Grande is a natural boundary between two countries: Mexico and United States.  So I hardly 

cross the Rio Grande River in my daily life unless I want to visit Mexico.   

I used to go quite often for shopping and dining when I first moved in here because it was a fun 

outing; it reminded me my home city of Kolkata, where you would see the street vendors, 

shops on the sidewalk, lots of people on the street, the reasonable prices (when you 

exchanged dollars for Mexican pesos), for good food in nice restaurants and good shopping for 

authentic Mexican products.  We used to park our car on the US side of the river, walking 

across the barbed wired-sided International Bridge and entering the border city of Nuevo 

Progresso without any hassle. Coming back to the US was not that hassle-free.  We needed to 

go through the immigration line, show our passports and answer some questions as routine 

procedure.  Now this process became even harder as the years progressed after we moved to 

TX and eventually, we stopped going completely for a few years now.  Now all the violence 

reported in Mexico makes us to think twice about crossing the border.  Although Nuevo 

Progresso is declared as the safest border town among all the border town cities in Mexico, 

still we do not feel comfortable going to Mexico anymore.   

The Rio Grande is known as the Río Bravo del Norte in Mexico. Río del Norte means the 

“River of the North” in Spanish and bravo means brave, wild, bold, turbulent and restless. The 

river, which is 1885 miles long, is the fourth longest river system in the United States. Its origin 

is at the Continental Divide in the snow-fed San Juan Mountains, Colorado, some 12 thousand 

feet above sea level. The river flows through the middle of New Mexico and then along the 

border of Texas towns and finally, empties into the Gulf of Mexico. To be frank, I have read and 

known so much about the other two influential rivers in my life, Ganga and Mississippi, but I 

knew very little about Rio Grande River before I moved here. I never imagined in my wildest 

dream that someday I would move here and spend so many years of my life on the bank of 

this very famous river, which plays such an important role in the history of the US and Mexico.  

When the year 1998 just rolled in, we just celebrated New Year’s Eve as we do every year, but 

this New Year arrived to mark a special time in history of our lives.  On a cold winter morning in 

early January, Mukul and I packed our bags and left the comfort of our house in Shoreview, 

Minnesota and set on our journey to this unknown place called the Rio Grande Valley in the 

deep south of Texas along the border of Mexico near the Rio Grande River. Life ahead was 

completely uncertain for me since I was going to start a new job in a new college in a new city 

all by myself. Mukul was set to go back to his work at the University of Minnesota and to the 

familiar life that we were used to enjoy in Minnesota. Mukul did not like the place at the 

beginning, but by August he came back to live here, leaving Minnesota behind. It was not an 

easy decision to make but you never know where your life’s turn is going to end until you arrive 
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at that critical junction of your life’s journey. It was hard to leave Minnesota, where we started 

our lives together, raised our children and called our home. We were settled in a very 

comfortable life in Minnesota.  

Seventeen years later, we feel life is comfortable here. Cold weather, snow and ice never 

bothered us while we lived in Minnesota, as we thought it was part of life living there, but now 

watching the news on TV about the coldness of Minnesota winter makes us shiver. So the 

worry of driving in snow and ice during winter months does not exist here. Life is best in winter 

as it is evident that this is a popular destination for thousands of northerners who call this place 

their home for the winter. They come from all over, from places such as Canada, Minnesota, 

North and South Dakota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa. They are called Winter Texans as they 

only live here during the winter months in the Rio Grande Valley. In the summer, they go back 

to their homes up north, but it is not unbearable for us who live here all year long, especially, 

those of us are familiar with our summers in Kolkata. Air conditioning everywhere makes life 

comfortable and never seems to bother us if we have to stay indoors during the middle of the 

day in the summer months.   

The town we live in here is called Mission. Because of the weather, just like the other towns in 

Rio Grande Valley, Mission is a favorite destination for bird and butterfly watchers, and golfers.  

Thousands of species of birds and butterflies migrate from the North in the winter and rest in 

the Rio Grande Valley during their yearly trip to the South. We are fortunate to see different 

species of beautiful bird right in our backyard.     

The city was named Mission since it was established at the location of Rancho La Lomita, site 

of the historic La Lomita Chapel which still stands not too far from our house. The famous 

citrus industry, now a multimillion-dollar business in the Rio Grande Valley, first started in 

Mission. Texas ruby red grape fruits and Valencia oranges are the trademark of the area we 

live in. We have heard from locals that the whole city used to smell from the blooms of the 

citrus flowers, as citrus orchards were everywhere. Now due to the urban growth, buildings 

and commercial properties are taking over the orchards and we do not see many of them in 

the city these days.  

The river divides the two nations, US and Mexico, but it cannot divide the culture of the people 

who live here. This part of the United Sates was one day part of Mexico and the Rio Grande 

Valley is basically a Tex-Mex culture. Mexican Independence Day is celebrated here with 

almost the same excitement as the celebration of US Independence Day. Most probably, one 

would overhear a conversation in Spanish more often here than any other place, except Puerto 

Rico, in the US. Because of our features, we blend very well with the population here and 

many times we are mistaken as Hispanic by people and they start conversing with us in 

Spanish. It happens more often in restaurants and shopping centers when the waiter comes to 

take our order or the cashier checks us out. One time in a restaurant I was with our friends 

Bonnie and Glenn, who were American-born German descendants. The waitress took the 

order from them in perfect English and then when my turn came she started speaking in 

Spanish and I did not understand a word. When I said I did not speak Spanish, I saw the 

disappointment in her eyes.  

It is embarrassing that neither Mukul nor I still understand or speak Spanish. Now I accept the 

fact that neither of us has the capability of learning a new language. Mukul, my husband who 
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likes to make jokes wherever he gets an opportunity to, started to announce that he was from 

Mexico City but his obvious accent made the comment suspicious and then after few 

exchanges people got the joke behind it. Then he proudly announces that he moved to South 

Texas from Minnesota, and then next he would say that he actually moved from southern 

Canada to northern Mexico, and people get a kick out of his wit. 

In researching the history of this area, I came up with an interesting connection between this 

place and Minnesota. In 1904, James Holt of Minneapolis had an interest in South Texas to 

expand his agricultural empire. Holt, along with his other business partners from North came 

south to look over this place and purchased some land near the Rio Grande River. In August 

of 1907, they started the first lift station to pump water from the Rio Grande River in Mission, 

where we live today. A crew of 26 men, mostly Hispanic I assume, with teams of mules worked 

day and night to keep the boilers going. The brick for the chimney was made by hand in a 

small town plant. The building was completed by laborers who worked for 40 cents a day. 

Many of them lived in shacks on the property. The chimney is 106 feet tall and is 6 feet in 

diameter but it was never completed and still there is some mystery as to why the top was 

never completed. Nonetheless, the boilers began operation in 1907 and the lift station started.  

A new pumping plant was built upstream in the late 1950s and the property was developed for 

recreational use. Now, a famous park called Chimney Park stands on the site, which is very 

close to our house in Mission.  

We hear stories from the locals here, that speaking Spanish was banned and eating Mexican 

food like tortillas in public places was prohibited when people from North settled here and set 

the standard of everyday living. This kind of discrimination does not exist anymore, but people 

who do not know English still feel ashamed. I think that is true for any foreigners who leave 

their homeland, coming here for better life and end up staying, but feel isolated in society for 

not knowing English. 

The Rio Grande Valley area is a hot bed for national political issues. Maquiladora, NAFTA, 

illegal immigrants, undocumented workers, and violence and corruption in border towns all get 

national attention. The Maquiladora program in Mexico (now known as IMMEX) allowed for 

materials and components to be imported duty-free into Mexico. This was a good deal since 

Mexico can help US companies manufacture goods at a lower cost with its lower wages and 

then the US companies could sell the manufactured goods at higher prices in the U.S.  Also, 

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), a formal agreement that establishes 

clear rules for commercial activity between Canada, the United States, and Mexico benefitted 

North American businesses.  According to some politicians, NAFTA has brought strong 

economic growth, job creation, and better prices in consumer goods in the US. All these things 

are happening right here on the two banks of the Rio Grande River. As a result, this area is 

experiencing unprecedented growth with new companies and businesses moving in and 

making this area one of the fastest growing areas in the US.  

At the same time, everyday thousands of foreigners set foot on the harrowing journey seeking 

to arrive in the US, the land of freedom and prosperity, which they think has the promise of 

having a better life for them and their children. Many of them cross the river by swimming at 
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night to avoid the vigilant eyes of the border patrol or may be in small boats knowing that any 

time they could be caught and will be sent back to the same place from where they were 

fleeing desperately.  

The river flows relentlessly without paying attention to who made and who did not make the 

other side of the river bank. A lot of history of agony and sadness are buried under its bed. The 

local newspapers run stories about the many people who go missing after starting their journey 

to cross this turbulent river, but never made it to the northern side. Their close relatives in the 

south of the border let them go knowing the uncertainty and the dangerousness of the journey. 

Still they waited to hear from their loved ones and many expect that someday these loved ones 

will be able to help them cross the river as well.  

A recent news item in the local paper reported that “life jackets of all sizes and the occasional 

punctured raft are strewn along the banks of the Rio Grande, just south of Mission, Texas, 

where a relentless onslaught of illegal immigrants eagerly surrender to beleaguered Border 

Patrol agents around the clock”. We live in Mission, so these stories hit home although we live 

on a golf course, with tight security with its own security guard. Most of our neighbors are 

either from Mexico or of Mexican origin, whose relatives still live on the other side of the Rio 

Grande River. They come here, enjoy their American homes, shop, eat, entertain friends and 

relatives from Mexico and then go back to their Mexican home on the other side of the river. It 

is quite common that we hear the Mariachi band playing at the parties of our neighbors who 

might actually live in Mexico. They have their close knit groups, speak Spanish among each 

other and enjoy Mexican foods. So this is a quite different experience of living in the US but 

immersed in the Mexican culture.  

Now when I think about my living along these three famous river borders, Ganga, Mississippi 

and Rio Grande, I got very different perspectives in my life. I was born in Kolkata, not too far 

from the bank of river Ganga, breathed my first breath, raised there and grew up as a young 

adult. I only experienced monoculture. Whoever I knew spoke Bengali, except when my father 

worked in Bihar where people spoke Hindi, but mostly we lived in areas where everyone knew 

Bengali. Then after my marriage, I moved to Minnesota, the city through which the Mississippi 

River runs, and for the first time in my life I experienced living in a different culture. I got 

immersed in American culture and of course in the English language. Now many years later, 

my destiny brought me to the bank of the Rio Grande River. It is amazing how my life is taking 

turns from river to river and shaping my life accordingly. The journey is fascinating, and I am 

not sure where it is going to end and what waits at the end.  

The famous Bengali song resonates in my mind, “2 ��8 ��…” – ‘Oh, river, I have only one 

question to ask; you have no ties, you keep flowing’. Now I feel like the rivers, I have no place 

to call my own and I have no ties to any place since I keep on moving and leaving behind what 

I built with passion and cherished in my life. Now where will it end, “	8 ��� ��%� �!�N”? 
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